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. ,-•· ;·,·--.. 
"" 
.. \ - . . . ~~. . . ., ~ 
,· sc:ien,~·ific-~i~qui·ry .influences. value change •. Values are conside~ecJ_ · 
.. -- t1er~·. as being in$epar.ably bound up in human experience. -Value is. ~ .,., . ! • . . . .. 
·, 
' : 
relational, arisii1g out of· its relation to people, .but- with evalua-. J - I 
. 
. ,.. .. 
. I, . 
. 
. 
tion ,based upon ~riteria that have an objective basis, and can be 
... - .. ·----· - ·-··---·· .... ---· - --· ... --- ·-· _ .. :_ -·-· ..... ~-~----.. ,c-·--- .. -·,-~ .. -----··-·. --'---... ----- -·-,:,-------·----
----------- -'---'----~-. --"·-·-----_ _,_____ -- .. -·----·- -·---- --------- - ···. --- .. ···- ., ... -,.··- . ' - --···-----
assessed by impersonal standards •. 
~r -. ·.,.¢ All things or states of. affairs tha.t a · person might value 
have value in relation to desired human experiences. To say that 
' . 
..... -------.-.-,.--.. ---------,a .. ~ . .pe.rso.n ho-lds--a value is to say-- that-he. has a belief that cl:irtain ________ _ 
I • 
expel'iences are ___ g,:_eferable, which serves as .a st~ndard or cr~ter-
man into the world. 
Intrinsic value ex·periences are those ·exper.ience§ worth 
. _ .... 
·/ 
r 
having for their own sake. As such, they. represent ·the cuimina-.-· 
..,: . .. ·•, ' . ~ ... 
-- -·--·---- -- __ ,i_, __ _ 
·· tion of instrumental values, and serve as reasons why one seeks 
to get .. ce.rtain thirigs d.gne· ·rather than others. · An obje~tion to 




problem of justification, sax_~!19. ~~~-~ intrinsi~.--:..Y~_iye_9-_ __ l.ead. ...... aba=,,·~··"·~=~-=~- ";'--~~---"C7=~'"-"·-· --"~.,~----:· --_-c-____,------··- . . -- -- -----·- - - ---- - - - - - -----· -- - - - - --. __ ________..-~ __ ... -
to the criteria of. pleasure, which is not. sufficient justification 
·-' 
for aAy experience. An experience .. which brings . pleasure to one .... 
-·· . .,.--.. ·.~- ·--·-- - __ ..... -
.., 
. . _____ ,. -- -
-=-~~~_=:--:·z::·~----~~~=~---~~===-=-~=--~-~-:.-.. _:_. __ ·may· .als.o ... be. -tlie.- -soui'ce···ef'· mueh displeasure:~to·· others• 
.. ,. ... --- -·--· -,- ... ---~- ·-·-----.. --·--··--.. t· .. 
•- ,- .. ,-----••• --•-o··.,-. ~--•-•·•,, ~ ~, .... _,,,_.,,•••·----.,--..a•~• ~ ·- •-~..,...,.__..,.......-,.,~-~.,.--~;~~~==~~-~-· -~-~--~----~--see~g- ~-3·us~y-t~~~~-ufil~-i~p~-ifi~ries one .. - . . 
. . ' 
. ·-·--~-----·-·· - ····------
...... 
;, -•., _ ... .....'..: .... 
-- ___ ......... - .. , ... _ ·. ·- ..... . 
is obligated to go beyond t1he subjective pleasure criteria, to 
.. ~.onsider the experience" in total, which means taking into account· \ . . :) 
I ' 
.~· ' . '·• .' 
; ·. 
. ... . 
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variables e~ist, there.must be·a solid core of what is common to· . 
all of us in apprehending value. A value is a value because it meets 
our needs · and desires, and compliments o·ur .. very nature. ihe more 
. .'\ 
complete the knowledge we have of ourselves, the better able we -re 
---·------- --·--··-··---· -~-. --- ---------------------- ----- ----- ----------- ---------------------- ---
- -------·-···---- .. --------------- ----------------~-
to know wh_a~ _ Yif~ii·_ p~~ _pf_ y_elue in_ rela.t,ion to ___ a_urselve.a. __ 
The positiv~ attitude of valuigg is based. upon an ~rgan• 
-izati~n'of_ s~veral beliefs focused upon.that which is valued. 
---------------- ----·--------- -------Be-1-ief--is ceAtI'al to valuing-, as bfle•s· "belief's abeut the matters .of· 
evaluation (the value of •x•) depends on his beliefs 1 about matters 
( .. 
A_· Ly 
of fact (what •x• is). Value change will involve ~-"4phange. of 
- - ~- =---------- ~-·-------
~- . ' . . .· ~--··--------- -----------··-··-------..- ---···. 
. -- - .. . - . .,.. . . ,-~---- . ·-
/ 
\ . 
belief, either regarding the properties of the value object, or 




·rhe beliefs upon which values are based may be formu-
·,r. 
., 
.'If" .. • 
lat0d by one •s own experieriC~, handed dowll aµtlioritatively,' or 


















-----~ __ ------ _____ _'.__"---~--~ion tl]at represent_s_ the ap.plication of scientific-method--tq- ~-V:Q!lll!-::--::~=-----.!....__-·-- .. ===.i: ______ _ 
. ~ 
uation, to·ascertain the properties possessed by a value object. 
_:\ 
., New information becomes an important.factor in val1:,1e 
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'--·- --·-~·, ·.' .. ,--. •• -·r 
~~~~---~--~.: ~ -~---~-- ---ca=nt~csc=-rne--·-eff°ect~=or=~know].edge~~~n-·vaiue -chari~ie _i_s ____ no_t~-atit~~~-ti.c,'____ -----... _ "'-' 
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but varies with eac_t, ·person. When new information is accepted, 
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-· •; 
. value change wi1·1 take place ·to restor-e ·the consistency. -One is · .~ ... _ .. -·~. 
-
' Scientific inquiry· has influenced value·. c~ge in three 
. general ways. rirst, new knowledg·e resulting from sci·entific 
inquiry regarding value objects and their benefit/deficit po-
·------------·-----~ 
tential induces value change. Second, the influence of the 
~ 
method. of scientific inquiry as seen in appraisal will bring 
-
) ..... ,,....... " 




··· ---···-----eval-ua-tive process. In the~ third plase, the naturali-stis -meta---- -------- ---
,..,:~,:,.~.---···;'·-'-·"',•• . 
r . : 
;-- : 
' I 
... -, .. physical· viewpoint of sci_entific'. _inquir}{ inf luances value change _j 
tf 
. ___ . ___ b_! ~ringing values· down from the changeless realm of the super .. _ -·-· ........ _. ... _ J 
~ I • 
;natural, into the flux ~f man's changing experiences. It in-
!luences change in the intrinsic value experiences sought by 
affecting man's view of the world and himself.· It thereby 
~' 
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, ,-.J·-- ... It· appears ,to me to--be .the caise that ·most people have __ ~e-
· · ___ :··"_:------·-----~ ~ -~ -~--"c-'.-ceine aware Of the C1ScDveries of science through the advances .of -- :~- ---"'- ~--· .·. ----
.. .!. , ·.·... .• ·t'. 
-·. ·---- -- . ,f 
' . 
- - - - --·- -~·-- ·-·' --·. - . ., .. -
... l 
technology, which.have brought about numerous changes.in their 
_. - . 
-----
. daily living. Scientific inquiry precedes techncologic~l advance, 
as it is this which has given man the knowledge·and capabilities 




'· ' . ~· », ~ 
that has taken man t&=~a moon and back, while we fail to think of 
tne iAquiry and research necessary _before it could be done. 






--·-··---·--·-----:. --~-. --"-~-------------its ...... applicatior1 to practisa-1 tas~s through teehnelD'3Y, has made an 
impact pn our living in a ~nner far ~ore subtle, but no less sig-
~·· 
. . nificant than the more obvious advances of technology. The way has 
-,··r•. ···-·,- - ·•·-,--.,_-.. ~~~~·, •. • ·-~ • • .:·; • • ·"~--... --,-.--,--~-~~ -- . ·--
__ ,: 
' . i,;11 --
,, ... , 
been .made open. for changes through technology, by changes in think• 
ing, believing an·d valuing br_ought about by scientific inquiry. 
An acquaintance of mine who had lived in the Orient for a 
conside~ble length of time on~e said that·among the people ·with 
.. 
-WROm--ll&--·was----w&Jlk-ifl~-,---the- Aew ···-··implemBftts ~of .. ~-techno·logY.-~Placed· ·-i·n·-----~-.----~~--~ .. ~ ---~~---· ~--=-= ··_·-~ 
.·i··-- __ tbeir-hands. were .. not bringing. about the aatieipated benef-i ts,- be.---------- ----
cause the val·ue structure ·of the people had not changed to allow for ---=-~~--. ______ -_ - - · · ··-~·~-=---.... .... _._....:=!;""_...,.~...--·--·~--·-.__··-·-···-···.-..··------·--··· _•-:. c c·c·.·.·---c:-.: c-.· • .:;. ,::..-_,. ·":.· .·.·c·--.,- --:-·- -· --- -•-·•··---·.--·-··--'~---.. -·--···--·-·· ··· · • --·---·--·--· -··.----·· -·-·--···--·--·-·---·· ·- -- ·•·-····- ., •••.• _ •·•••·•••·• ····-·-··-····--···•--·" ·•····--· ···"''""""' ·····-·-···· " ·-···· • •• 
-- - · · - · - · · 
-· = 
,r: ... '· 
. 
it·. ror example, a farm tractor capable of doing many ~times the work 
of a team- of oxen, was used by a certain tribal gro~p ·for only a - . -----·-~--- ---· --· -·-- __ . ---( -.· 
. 
------- -- ..... --------------·-· 
.. ··- ·--··-- - --- '-·-- ----·-·-·-···· ------·---····-·······- .- -·-·' -·- ..... -··· . ------··-···---~-
. .. .. ----------·-·--
---------- __ .. very. .brief' .time eacn- .day., besause of· the belief. that only· a ce,rtai-n---------'-· -· -_--------~·-·--
---·---------··-- --·-·-------- '·-··----------···----------- -----
• 
", 
-• --·, .------ ----"-, .~·.c •. -.-·,=-~-.:__...........-----,-,........-.;_..· s>C. • 
. area of la"hd was ·,to be plow.ad .i.n a day 0s_ ~-~~e, regardle~s of whet~-~~-------·-----~----~---;_.=-:. --: 
........ , .... ,._ .-- --- .. ·•·. ---·-··-···-•·' ·----······ 
--·-···· ... 
) 
it ~ook eight hours or _one hour to do it. They would not prof.it 
\ 
\ 
''\ ..• , --=-
from technological change ·until their value structure _had change~ _: __ : .. -• 
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'II); 
:J . 'I , . ·'· j 
, j •I 
1_." I. ~ 
. :M 
--- ' ..,. • • - .r'o__.... 
. ' \ 
.· 
. 
. _: _____ .. ~~-~--·-.: ... ·--~----···-··--·---- -······' ____ .,,_. --·-------·------l, .. --- ,---- .-·---- ..... ___ . ---- - .. -----~-----... ·--·-·--·--···~-"-·--··-·· "i,·-- - -·.'. . 
I 
. ~· 
,. :' .. :___ .· . 
V· 
. ·.~ '?. 
• -·------r·---·· ---- ·- -~----•-• ' ___:_.~---;--- -'---.~. • _:_ 
I~ 
' ?. ----~--------?. -. - - - -. -- -----~--1 ~~--- ~:----------
.---! 
I 
·- . . . 
·•·y:to· tn·e v~lue Qf_ feieding .·the. hungry, .. which very change -would . ,. 
. 
- . l 





, ' soc~ety. 
... ,~,:.. ••.•. --::~ . .-., . ·.·~ol ......... , . In contrast to this, value change has been taking place 
,ti" 
. • '?'-··t' 
______ i_n .our socie~y at a .rapid -ra.:-te;.-~ -··· --·· -~-
.--·.··- - •-·--'~.c.:.. •.• --~ 
- .. ~. . -~· 
' 
' 
......... · ___ ..,., . 
----·. -~- .. ., .... ., 
. . ~--· - ·--·-.·::;.-- .. ··· 
• 
Americans currently face a_period ~n w=h~i~c~h~~'~e=w~__,_ ____ ·~·~·------=--:----a +-:--~-~-'----'--'--..:........c------;-----1. ·llStituttons, beliefs 9 or. values can any longer bA 
taken for grantedo All are under-stra.ini 9 all are 
chall.engedo Basic tra·nsformations of man· and society 
are now under way and many vital choices of values 
must be made.1• · 
.. 
;{" .. 
Scientific inquiry has had an impact on this value change, in my ,"i 
••••'• ••• • •-•••• •·••'-••-•-••·••••-•••••••-• --••• ' - ·•P'•" ·•·- --·· ... , .---·-···--··· .. ··---·-----· 
·- - -- -----~---- - -~- - - -
,, ....... . 
" 
".J. ' 
.. , --~·-· .. -· --~ -~~ ..... -------.-,··~-. ~" ·- ... :~· . ' 
-· ....... 
judgement.· Thinking of scientific inquiry as the employment of 
certain empirical methods for the discovery of what is the case 
,• 
- --i,i the world, I beliefle it has been of influence in matt·ers of 
-
1
,.. evaluatio'n, instrumental values and intrinsic values. It is my· 
purp~se to show in.what manner this is true. 
I shall consider values as· being inseparably bound up in 
. . 
~. I , human experience. They. are not transcend_f.Jn~, ~!l~~~CJg~C'.lfllly_ ind_e_~ 
- ·-·--·· -·-·· ..... 
. ·-- ~.= -... ~~- -·-··-·-·.:···'·--- -
pendent of human experience, as if in a Platonic .realm all their 




. ---- - ···--· ------ ---- - - . - --~-- --- - -- ,--- - . . ---
- . ,---. .. - ---··. __ ........... --- .... . 
· · waiting to. be discovered, as a scientist discovers a "long· existi'19_:-- ,-· . \ . 
.,,., 
element. Instead, something is of. value when it is valued, and is 
' 
-----
-----~-----··- .------ ·--- ----- -- ·---
-------·------·--·--·---·· .... ~·· ·. -·-------- __ thus related . to human expe11ience. I find Rescher Os paradigm mod·el 
--- --~~-~~ -
-- '' ·----·Ti _____ . .. ... .... --- . ' 
l.~~~----- --~~~P~~~-satis~a~or~.~l~~ch-ca~e~he~alue-· -~-~-~--- ~-· 
:,· 
·----· ·--·--· ._,, __ .,, __ ...... --.. 
. . -·--
. -~,,\- =· --,~~,~-~----~~~- -- · 1s relational, arising out ef its relation to peaple, but with· eval• \ . . 
~ . 
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assessed ... bY impersonal standards·~. With ··-this in mind,-,· what is the 
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\ impact of scientific inquir.y upon~· val1Je ch·ange? . · 
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-· I-·. THE· .EXPERIENCE Dr VALUE .. 
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- ' All. tfli-ngs ,-oz. states of aff~irs that a person might value .. ,;,, . -
are···'.considered, in thi~ approach to values, -as having value in re-
<· 
' • 
. 3. lation to certain de~ired human experiences. An item of fu~niture 
' Q. such as a chair is ?alyeless ex_c_e.pt _as-it is -considered_tro-be of ---------~--,----
value by someone who desires. to sit in it, make it, purchase it, or . ...:.......---~--- .. 
- ----- - -- -- - ------
-
----- ---------·--
----------------- - -------- --- - -- ----- ----- - --- - -------------. -
----·--
·---------·----------~-----· -
- ( I f 
..... __ .,... 
""' •,r •• - -~---·· --~--
.. \ 
-, I 
· put it up for sale. Then, it has value or disvalue according to its 
bavin~ certain properti~s w~ich meet the needs or the desires of the 
C, . l d 4 I . t . . t h t· l t person invo ve -• n i s making, 1 - - .· as cona ive va ue, as an objac 
of appreciation. 
' ,, Thus we have what Reacher calls the val!Jf:I object, which ff!8Y 
be a thing, a specific action, a state of .affairs, in great variety. 
•,-,.,' ' 
- .. . --- -
-In each case their v~lue is seen in relation to some experience. This 
5. Rescher calls the locus of yalue. The loci of value are expr~ssed 
in experiential language, such as comfortable relaxation, busines.s . 
susaess,----the -advancement-·-o_f or1e •s· -car-eer, etc.··-rne--uncl'erlying value 
-














. II such as weal~~~- _P~~-~~~-- ~ea"lt~'---··~~-~·-·- JD __ 13.a_c::h Cl$e._, __ wheth.er .. one.is-----·------·---------·-,--~---"------------------'-------- -·---' -- -----·-------·--- ------ . - ·-·····-------·--·····---·-··-----·-···-·-- ----
.thinking of the value object, the locus of value, or .the underlying . 
. 
value, · ·the person has a· certain attitude toward· that which he values • 
- -- i 
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. ·- ---~~-- .. --- ~--····-·" fh·e attitude of valuing may ·be described as desiring~_ prizing, -. . . . I 
- . . 4, 
.. - . 
-·. ,. 
' 
· wanting or having an interest in the object of value. Perry states I · ! I· i·· . 
that anything that is an object of inter~st is, by virtue-cf that 
6 
. · fact, a value. • This statement,. taken by itself is not adequate to 
(> ' 
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I . ··- I - 1~·- -· . 
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d·enote. a · positive value, however. r may have an interest, .. in a ,. ., . 
. ·= '• 
.:·. ,'--~' ,. ·!:-'-'··· 
- snake·that_ found!;~its way into my:camping t_ent, not because I t . . . 
.. 
·-- •• ---'--~ ,._.. ',_ ' • .. J - • --.----- • 
4' 
value it, but because I· want ·to get rid of .it. Or, I may have 
,· ,a: .. 
) ., 
"'" a curious interest in something, not yet knowing whether it is 
of l)Ositi.ve value to me or not. Of course, a value ,interest may ;, - -- ~ ~ ----· 
.I 















the term, to value denot~,~ a positive attitude toward that which 
is believSfl to ~be beneficial.,. According to Rokeach, to say that· 
a person ~holds' a ~alue is to say that he has a belief that cer• 
tain experien68S--are-pre1eraEl8~J. We s»all IDok -at the-rri8t-t8r~----
of belief latE?;'• 
I,, .. .. 
' 
. ,., . .'.-, ..... ,., .. 




standard or criterion for developing and maintaining attitudes, 
--- -- ----- -· 8 ·~~----------------- --
•• fo~ guiding action, and for justifying both of these. A vaiue 
is capable of pr~viding for the rationalizat·tcfn·-c;1r-ac ion. -
i ·'Th~~' 'the values a PBl:'SDn holds are important factors in direct-:. -! 
";-' 
ing his behavior. This is not a paper on the fr-ee, will .;. determ• 
r 
~"in~sm issue. _ Without ignoring the determinative factors of the 
',.,, .. -·-··" 
- .. - ., 
~-----·-- ............. =: .. -..... _ ....... · ..... a_, .......... ------ ----·--=·-····past, and. the .. viewpoi.nt. that all .ac.ti.ons,-a~-e·caused by .ca-usa-1·-····-··-··---"··~-""·'-··",_;:~.~--'·---'--..C..CCC ... C~-,------------···----
, antecedents; and· realizing that it may be the case-that some:,:.:~·· 
! .......... "4 
. . 
-· - . ----- -- ----- - --- - - -~ - - -- -- --- . ---- -----~ 
------antecedent c·ausa1· f·actors -influence- wliat a pe-rsiJn values f--i i--is · -
-·······-·· .. ·-··-·---- .. ·---.~-----~------------··-
~ 
- --~------ --• 
·· · _- ---- · · ·· ·· · ·. / p5·~ posi tio~ taken here : that man is goal oriented,· ·and goal di- · 
-· -----_____________ ......... )___ 
. 
.· ......... -.-·- --· ... ·--· ., .. ,,~----~·-······ -~ -.~ --- .. , .............. ··-······« --·-------~------~--
_,. ~,=~~r, ~_,,...,......._ , ~~----~-,...... •--~-,.--- , ..• ··-· , ... ,. .•. ··..- · •--~--- ·---~---,L- ---··-·•----·• --~~~,--,=-~-----~···•-•--•• ---- -
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. 
rectad--.in much ·of his behavior. 
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~ ·:, . .. - .. ... .. 




· · The underlying values represent long range goals or de-
.·,..--1 
rl 
., .. ,\'.".'/·.' ...... , ,. 
L . 'i 
. sires tha·t span across many· specific ·acti,ons,. events and o-bjects, 
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;1 
- -- ---- -----~- -- ---·--- ----- ··-
----------~ ,--· - . - -----· . . 
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. 
. determinants of choices. _ They hav~· their source, not. in the ·object . ;\, 
- --------'·-.---- --;-. . ·---,. . --·- .. 
. . '\;,=,) 
valued, but in the person's beliefs and -desires. · "Values are select•.···· 
L._,, 
' ed from the rang~ of possible future facts~ or, for that matter, 
- ----~_ --.. --. -- impossi.ble ones· - by · an ·act of choice; they are not disq_~vered in 
,I 
·' 
the world, but they are made and projected into the world. 1110 •-· - -
IH------~'-;:---------:------ Values __ b_e_l_e_ng_ to _the ___ wr1tld __ _of_ man-•-- --- -- ---~---~-------------·--:--------~---- - · . 
.. 
. ' 
--In opposition. to this viewpoint regarding· values, it can 
be argued that things have had value for other things long before 
man ever came upon the scene. Water was, and still is, of value 
... 
-,,. 
. ·---·-····--------·---····· - -- --------------·- ----- ----·-------------- -------- - ----- --- ---- -- - -- -----------.--,---,,----:cc-· 
·-. . for all forms of life as far as we know. ·sut this is a mistaken 
use of the term •value•. The grain does not •value' the rain or 
co" •' 
. • 
. '·. . 
0 ••nsh,.-~---,~ven ~ thot1-gh_ -·,.iJoth are necessary for the grain to grow. --···-·-- .... ··-· ·--·--··· ......... ----~--~---- .---·· -··w-11.f .· . -11g ' g ~ 
·This is a case af . conting~9cy;,'._: nat of valuing. ~ikewise, in the 
· case of that which represents a poteRtial value, such as ·Salk 
l"- ' \ 
·-·-----·--·-·--------------------------~-------"---"-~-~-----------
11-:------'-~------:--~~-----·-------------------





vaccine has always had the potenti~l of d~~~~oyi!')g_ yii!iatev£3r _ j__t_ is 
------··------------···--· ·-
------ -·· -------
- - -- -- -- -
- - - -
-·-~ 
that causes polio. It had t~e potential of being valued in terms 
of human experience. But only after it was -confirmed that it did 
' 
. 
--·------~-;---··-·-··--· ---'-·---~--cO--"--'------·-··--------·--·-t-ha-----ffl-h~ ·-can·--"it--be-·-said. that-··· -the ·--vaccine·- ·was ···-cff ·value c-·";·:~~·ru--·r-_t_h __ er-m--or·--·e------···-----·---------·······------·-----·····--·----·---··-~:-: -, . JU lo.I 








l ··· : .. ~! - --: .if we did not want to cure polio (rather difficult to imagine, but 
!·- ·-~- ·---- • -· , .. . --- - -- ·--- ------ --- -----~ -____ ________, ___ ..... ,. ----~---~~ -------~-~---~.~~~~~---------,-
s~f 11· hypDJ~_etif?allV·_ pos~i~le_) "ID~ ~~-~l~_::_n~t- Y~+-~ the yaccine _a:t __ --- . · _____ ~---------------
~··---- -------
all. It is inappropriate to speak of values inna realm where the~e 
•-•· --·------- -• _ -· --
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- _ · ~ An Qbject is ~alued .. for the sake of an experi·ence, -which may 
- - r .- \ 










own sake, in which case it is referred to as an intrinsic value exper~ 
• 11 • 
. t--.__:__.,-----_ ___:._.:.........-c.----•.. ..ience-e-- . - Tlwse----who--i1o±ct--to--tne concept of- intrinsic _ value feel that 
.. 
-· 
,' \... ' the chain .of instrumental values cannot co.ntinue on indefinitely. 
' 
. \ Sooner or later one. must come to the point of an intrinsic· -value 
experience, where something is valued for its own sake. 
·------ -- - ------------------ -----------------~-
----:-:---- ---------------·-----
Two questions arise in regards to intrinsic value. The first. 
' 
:1s~in regards to ,.what qualifies as intrinsic value' .. (ls there such 
(: 
, .... 
a thing) and the secon~, if so, how do you justify it. In the first 
place, anything that would· fit into this category. would have to be ~ 
.. 
.. _ 
in the nature of experience, ·according _to the stated value __ theory, 
·------ ---~-· -----------·---
------------·--·-----·- ···---
---~ - - --- -
~---,--,--.,-----~-------
since nothing, meaning no thing, .. can be valued for its own sake. 
G-.E. Moore speaks of intrinsic __ value ___ as -be~ng an exper-ienee -whi-ch-:.ts-- ------ - ---




, Moore ••• 
·< 
-- . -- ......... :.-... ·---.----_;. __ ·----_ _;";__ -.-,-------------····-- ---- ----· ····----·---·-·--···-·····- , -- - -- .. - . --- ---· --- - - --- ----- - ··- - ---- -- -- --- -------·· . - ... -- - -- - ·------------ ----< ________________ __:_____ -,-----·------.. ----------·--·--·-uses-tl,-i-s··-·dt=if-in-ition of intrinsic value in' a sense in 
which· nothing but an experience can be intrinsically 
-good, because nothing but ~~ experience_ can be 8·bad 1 __ 
-·. in- ,the sense· in ·wnfcll =an -experience is O had O O 13-. ---- -
---- --- -~-------~--
_-- -~--=---=-----=-=-::: . .-::-- ---_ - ---r --
--














·---- _______ ,:_ ____ . '' 
, 
This phrase san ae used to descr~be intrinsic value, once it is-- - . . ---·-··----·-· -- . . ..... . 
0 
· -- agreed tfiiit · it can apply only to ____ ~?5P.~~~enc;e __ • ______ We. still .. hav.e.-.to~-a-A .. --- ______._...,_.--·---r--·--·--·--·---· - ·- ------ -- -- ---~-~--...--~--- . -- --··-..-.·- - ,-.. ····-.·-----·--··'·-··,·-------···· --
.. 
. 
swer the question, "What &:ind of experienee will qualify?" 
I} 




- from Ducasse. who argues. that. instrumental- and contribut~ry values 
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" must depend · on intrinsic values,· or . else we would have a world· in .r 
• e."": 
· mhi.ch: we ____ would knowl how. to get things done, but would· not have any . -·- --· .. :,. __ ._. ----------· 
'-·--
' ,. tt. th. ' d' ' ·th th th ' ' 140 r- . . J ' ' ,·. . ·-- reasons f,or · ge ing· c·ne · . ing one ra . er . an ano . ere . r or ex• ·· · ~ · · · ·· 
. ' 
ample, we Rnow how to employ nuclear energy for either constructive · 
0 
' 
~or destructive uses. rhe values we hold, ·such as international· 
- ..... i··· 
peace or human welfare, would serve as the reasons why ~e would 
~~~~~~~--~c-:--:~~-











it is argued, that Jll'e given in support of·_ou.r preferences, point 
. 1 s·. in the direction of intrinsic value experiences@ These are the 
~/ .. 
long range go~~s spoken of above_. ____ Otharwi.s_e_,. __ pl'_efer~nce_s would ___ hs --~---· ---.~·--------·---~ . -.., . --·---·--·~-·---·- ·- --······-·-·-········- - . ··- -·· ... ----- -
arbitrary. 
An objection is raised to the whole category of end values, 
E> with th~ argument posed by_Dewey that there is rather a means-end 
• continuum/ That wh.i.ch may appear to be· an -end value is really a 
·---·-.. ·-·-·-----.,..--~-----·.....:__ s,.•,;a.._· ---~--,--,---~-,-,---~--·-' f ·. means tQ .something further.· ro.r Dewey, goals or ends are instruments ;;r 
used in the intelligent solution of problems raised by our social 
r;: ·, 
:{ 
and ·natural/environmento !hey,_are "device(s) cif intelligence in 
' ~~-
' . 
+ - ··· -,.- ·. · --- guiding action, instrumental to fre~ing and harmonizin,g tr;oublee- -- ------- ---\ . . . . , . . . 16. ..J · · . . ... ;: --·------~-----·. --~_:_ ____ ::.-'-------:---·------and; divided tendenci-es ••• •• On~:-.~-would·- ~te-, -ho·wever·,·-··that·-·••f·re'etng-:------------------------:-----~--:--:--
. ~ ' 
,, ' '' 't·''' ~ . 
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--·--. . ----- --- - -
- aria harmoni:ting troubled and divided tendenciesnis what is to be ' . .,-
----- ---- -- --~------~--
---- ---- -- ------
.... ,-
-----, - _::_: __ :~~-..::.... __ ,, 
' ac·complishbd, and represents a value to be realized• in preferl:!nc~ 
. " - ..... ____ .,_,,. _____ , ___ , ___ ,_ .. ·-· ""·--·---,.'"------ -- - - -~- - ------ - -- ------ -
.. . to its opposi.te. There remains ~he matter of the rather ~igh• . ·.· ··~······.~.··~~···· . .• 
:: . ~-· '-~~ ,- . --:·~:-C~~-~-=~------~-,-le~el.--ualuesL~~f·o.r :the' ... sake~ ,of . -wh-ich ·-mest '~-ther ' va-lui ng ---taf.(es-- place-.~-·-----~~~ ---'~~~-~-------~.:..,_ :, 
; . . 
....... f. 
· I ·do not believe that, in our ordinary experience we think of 
" 
_ .,,every .. _VQ!ue as a means to something e1S~\~1n a ·:nevar-endi-n§ continUllD•: ' I • I 
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even ·1r there is· ·such. a conne·ction, · for we are· not always aware of 
the inter-relatednes:s-~-or··ecna-varues··-i,ncf_m~eans~-vaiues~- ---A--per_s.011 
. 
. 
engaged in a form of ~ocialA service considers_ the. well being · of_ 
.. those whom he se~ks to help as an eAd value; beiq,g intereste~-~-1n------~ 
thelJ! as people_, for·' their own sake. He does not do it so that. they 
can pay him back, or so that they can go down the street and hel~P----,-------.:.,----~~ -- ------·--.. ---~--······---··--·· --------··-···-·--·--· -··--·---· ----------·--·-··-· 
--
------~----------.-----·------------.. ··-------·- - . 
. . -·----- "" 
somewhere else; he ·does it because they·themselve~ are in need, 
~~ •·, 






. for its ow~ sake. Granted, there may be repercussions beyond this, ··:-:- /". 
-------·-~----·-.· .
1




It might even be the case that the individual doing the 
.• 
. 
serving is not seeking or valuing the pleasure he might derive 
· from his service. True, he will most likely derive satisfaction 
from it, but thi~ is not what he seeks as an end-value. Intere~ting-
' 
--~~----:-- ------__ ·.1y.. .. eRougl-1,- to seek pleasure as a value. in itself is-to--mal<e-that 
·· · pleasure among the most elusive of·-a,ll things~ v Seek it directly 
and it becomes hard to find,. but forget about it, and it will come 
as a by-product of the realiza~ion of other values. 
so, while I argue _ fc,; _the concept .of .... intrinsic--value -ex-per-.. ------. - .... - .. ·- ..... - . - - . . -· 
. 
. , :_· --·------------------·----------!.- -- --- -- - -. - - .., . : -- - - -.. -· -
-,, 
.iences, I argue against.the idea that therefore one must monisticaltty 




--···' -· ---·-·.' .-· 
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--------- ... ·--···· 
.,----------- .. -. ---~-----·-----.---·---·------ -- .. - .. 
. 
,--- ------ value, s~cn: as Ducasse appears to do :when he states that an intrin•--- __ _: ______ _ 
---~--~- ____ ~-- ____ : ·-: ------ - --~·-·~--~sic value experiei~~---~-~---!d~~~!~~-~!Y_c~~~-~---- _wt,icr;,o __ .i~;--·g·e~:i_gnate_d_ .. by_tha-~-----·~~----""f,--~~.------:·~·--·,----=-~~·~~, .···· · - . -·-:··-- ------------- . --·--------~- - -· 
. · · . , . 
- 17. 
_ordinary language terms, pleasure, pleasantness or agreeableness •. 
..., 
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."' 
' -~·-·· ~~-. -- ·--·-·-1'-,..~--', ~ suppo·rt of our preferences point in_ the direction of intrinsic ~--~~~~_..:...:::._··~ 
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-----·--· ·- . - -···-- - .. \ . - -·=--~.-....: __ -_;_. __ _'_ --···--. ,. -
- "' . ... , . . "" -----
values, iit-·seems as· th·ough Ducas~e is---s-1ying that the on_ly :,:-east:tn . 
~ 
_ we have for gett.~ng -one- -thiA§=done rather -thaA=aAotRe,r,~i.n,~,support--
i:;,,, .. 
. . . . 
·_ of our preferences, is designat~d by pleasur·e terms. · The questi~n 
arises·as to.whether this is sufficient.justification of an intrin• 
'• •• -4"" •• ...:,,., ....... :. 
,- . ' 






·.:-·-. ------ __ : _____ --C.-The ·---P-r-0-bl--em--of- ---Jus.titica.ti.on •--·--·---~--------'-----------,---· .~-·! 
Beardsley is one who objects to the use of the concept of 
intrin~ic value because of the problem ·of justification •. His point 
,, 
~- ~ . 
---------'--- .. · ~· -
.. 
\ 
is that intrinsic value brings one" to such a criterion:as pleasure,. 
- - -·-·; ! .. ~----
and no experience can be justified by appeal to this. The· question 
of whether people ever do anything for its own sake is not at all 
the question or· whether or not there ,j.s such a thing as intrinsic 
value. ror Beardsley, this is not the issue. He goes on tb say, 
I 
•• the world without intrinsic value (that is, our world) 
.. :.,is a world· in which people may often do. somatbing for 
·· its own sake 9• and may experience many enjoyments, but 
· they cannot justify doing something for its own ·isak·e 






··- ·-·-···-·-···----~-·-·-·---·--·-.. ---,---~--.~- .. -~- -.- -.~---,-- __________ ... ---- -
The criteria of plaas'ure is not sufficient justification. 
... . • • • ?-He atgues ~gainst Ducasse by saying that a world in which all val• ·--~::. 
, --.. --.----------------·-'-·-·-·---..c.:.-· ·· '"""'::... ........ _,_~---uss··:·1rre··-ins trumer1tal ·would-· oer· ·a ···urcr-1a --- 1-n-··wnich~---elter·y-· -.::orrect valuer · -- __________ _! ____ _ 
. 19. judgeme~t wouid have to be supported by a .. reason. It wQuld be 
____________ : __________ ~---'-----.. ___________ r-1e~!;:1-~s~:r:y ._t~-~-\!§3~~ r~a~c,n ~ther th~n, the rf3ason · tha~ it._brings _ 
,, ' ··- ' -·--·' . ' ... . - -
" ' 
, . 
. ' 1. i .! 
- ' ---·-------- -· --~ -----···---- . ..... . --- . . . 
) 
:.' - -1 .






/pleasure. Such a .reason, however, (p_thet_tlian :the reason of··.-p·te·as--·----=~===~- -
• .. 4 . . .• - ·-- --- .... ···-··-·. 
~ - -ure--}·---stt1-1---pt1iTit·s·-···in·~·-th·e"."-direction~,~of=···i11trins-5;,c-···va:1:aes",~:--that1hi~ch · · . · 
---~- L-1....,, ,·~ . . . . 
we want to realize, which is worth_ having for its own sake. -It 
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. . · · _· .. I agree with Beardsley's objection, that we' cannot: juStify 
-----------~-· - an eXp~t'ienc~lely i~ terms of the pleasure it bringso Ht,11,!ever, 
.. _,.. ·-; 
fo~ the person directly involved in th~ experience,. it may tie great~ : .. ·. :; ;: 
,. 
,, \} . 
.. 
'i . :··.·. . 
·-.· 
' 
...:_::....------~~--...-y---va·lued even though it cannot be justified. --so, while Beards-lay---~----:_ ____ ·::- __ ~,,,.-~·~:~-'-::--
·' 
. points up the pr-oblem of .just;fication, he is not_ convincing at the 
. point of saying that the category of intrinsic value can be elim• 
~---··-··· - ---··-~....,,..--- .....__. -.-.--.. ·. -.' _· . -··----- ' . ---· ·-·- ..... 
inated-altogether. The two issues must be distinguished: namely 



















, the valued is not necessarily the valuable.· 
· · For some, deriving pleasure in a sadistic way moy v~ry 
well be a positive intrinsic value experience. Whole societies 
might .even look upon it in such a way. But a subjective standard 
-
as that is- not acceptable, for then, •valuable' is reduceef to me.an,. 
-"liked by me". An attempted analysis of the. justif:'ication of in-
. 
trinsic value would have to go beyond Oucasse•s statement regard-
ing.pleasure and pleasantnassi to suggest other criteria before 














I · ~--··-· . It was ~aid before, however, that ~ith the experiential. 






approach --to..-values--tha-.. good is tbat. which-- -is e.x-pe~ieooed--ts--eR-e ~s;;;-1Qct.· ...... ·._-_ -----~h-_.,, . .--_---_---------1- ·1
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If an individualistic criteria such as pleasur~ is not~Js_uffici~nt 
- ' ·~ justification, and ___ ··. ;f. r1~ ·basis . :of-~ v~lue _. exi~t~~---~.utsida :·of~.-~xe~~9! .. r- ~--:- .. · •• - · · .... · .. -~-~-~ -----~~-.-. c~ ·-~-="'"-"F"i =,-, ~'--=--~OF"f••···-'·--.:........::..:..::,..,.,;~.:..;.:;;;;.......,~;..--'• ,...,_...._,,_._.._._,, • ...._-...,_..._ ••• ,.;. •. --- . ---.;:;.......--;- ·~·--- - ...•. , .• .,__ ___ ~- , •·-
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. •\ 'I, ' ·~-~M•-•~.I _.... .... ____ 
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•.14. _q.·, • . , 
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• ,.,. {,\.I ~~I< ,p. 
• .0 ' - -~ · When it comes to ttie; justifi-qation of intrinsi.c yalue ex·per-
. 
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the subjective experience of an individual' is the matter of the en-
tire -complex through which the pleasure e~perien·ce is, derived, since·· 
any given experience may have it~ effects that reach out li~e ripples 
. - -~-,· .. · .. l:i 
,·,-in water moving out from the point of impact. Both Lewis and Ducasse 0 




- •--~-----•--a----·------~•-•••-•••••·•--' • -- -------·---·---- ----
call out attention tQ ·the need to distinguish betweer:-a the -:experience 
' . itself, and the thing and/or behavior which is the source of that 
20. 
experience. The reason is that the thing or behavior may also be 
expe_riences which will serve to condemn the initial experience, or 
other positive value experiences which will serve to justify it. 
• 





" . ;. 
.. 
l •• . in whibh one seeks to weigh :the total effects in the balances. ·In 
.;.· 
some cases the cost of a positive intrinsic value experience may 
simply be too 'high. If so, it is n.ot worth having for its own sake, · 
because it cannot be ·· 'had I wi thot.Jt other experiences also: being 
1~bad 1 by·the same person or by others, which are negativ~ •. 
Judgements about intrinsic value rest an consideration 
·- . - -- - - -
---------- -·-- _____________ .... __ -- ~. 
.. ·of'. what this 'ribject[ve existent . may b~ing by way .of good or bad experiences in the future 9 or on th~. 
• 
state of the agent involved, as well· as on~~he ·o norm- -~ alitf of the resulting experien~e it~alfo · --~----· ~~---~~~~~~ 
-·-···-·-·-·-·--------·-·--··-··-·-- ·--....:..-------. -~ ---. -
-----
-
- - -- - -
... -. -------------·-- ' ·-- -
~--·--···----·-··-----·-·-
-~---~---1.t· . proll['enf-ai'ises~- fiere as . tc, how far ene -must go in : eval-. . - ,_ ---"·; . 
-'-' I 
- ,~----
· now living, or should we think of our children's children as· well? 
·1 " 1 
~'. Oo w~ ~hink only of.: our own society. or ,national· intare~-t~,:_·Dr of .· ' ' .. • 
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:·people on the other ·side of the globe?· -Whil·e it might- not be 
"1 
:J.·-., ____ _ 
--. 
- . ) . :··-, ·.,· .· .· '. _ _; _____ ----------------
.-






. babi t of considering th~se yet unborn' or those on the other side 
of thei,,.lobe, we cannot· ignore them. If we close our eyes to tbs .. ------------
II . 
· effects of our actions on future generat~ons, we may en~/~P .. w~th 
-~41< -- ' ---no future generations at all; and if we fai'l to see ourselves .. 
, ---------·-·--------~-----~-~_____£_•' ~~----,-
.. 
--- ----·-- ----~~-------- -
··~-- ... J .......... ,-
'· ·G 
.. 
from -the perspective of the astronaut,· all of us on this small 
clump of earth together, there may be none of us on this earth. 
In evaluating_ the total ·effects- of cur doings, we must keep in 
~--
" 
___ Jnind the- two--majGP--a-reas---ef' man----and----h·is s-ocial 811Vironmerft,- ancf ____ ----- . --'----'----~-
man- a-nd his natural envirc,nment. On the basis of what we have 
found to be t~ue heretofore, it is urgent that we develope the 
ability and the practice, of projecting, anticipating and fore-
seeing the consequences of our experiences, as far as our knowl-
edge is able to take us. Unquestionably, the· knowledge gained 
through scientific inquiry is relevant at this point. 
A second _problem arises in this regard, as to how we 
know what is of value to those who might be affected positively -
I.. 
. -·· 
our experiences. _ The p·l'o_ponants .of cultural -
relativity wo remind us that one man's meat llijlJ be another 
,, 
./ 
. ' .. -· -·-·-,-.: . --,-. ·-·-·· ..:..:.. .. _ - .. ····- •"" ·-
_ man I s po-=i:__::::_s---=-o__:_:n~·____:R~e=-c=--'-o~-g~n-=-=i:-=z~i~n'=' that· variablea--exist -l!Ree-rnea-'bll -this---- ---- ---- ,~~:-----'  ,-- - 0 : 
- ---- -- ----·-----
-
__ . ----------=~-:~:ttiere must be a "solid core of what is -- b otb_.- v'eri'dical and_ common __ •~.: _______________ :______ ------- -- ·---' 
- -. -- 22 • - -
-- -- ·:- · ----- , ~ - - -
-_·in our values as human be_in_gs_!. ____ The 8)p~r~~-~~~~4l~~t_beory ______ ~:.---=-~ ____ .. __________ _ --:-=======--:-:::========~--- --------_,----- ---·- ---c--.-c··c::-::cc·.:=:=:.:===·:::c.-.::=~:=-=-:-::~--c·c==:::::::::::: . .:.--:::::=-_.________ ------ "-- --- ----------
__ 
, 
with which I began demands this. Why 7 Because values,- related 
1£::..._ 
_
 __:___;,....,~---,----,--~--iire-~peri~oce, are to -be objectiveiy ascertained· as- pre-per- or 
-, 
. :,,··,'• 
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see here the influence of the me·thodology of· sc~~ 
·, t·-,------ - ·' .. · 






--- -·----~-- ·-··- ."-·-·- .· --'-· -. --~----·-····-•··· . 
Lewis is ,:ight, in my opinion, in saying that this is necessary 
\ 
·\.~;~ we ever _hop~ to work toward ·the improvement of the quality of 
- . - -- . ·------
--------~-----
-·-- ----
1 . . . J.VJ.ng. 
. -----·-·- _._ __________ .--·--------------~---·-·----- " ------·---·----·· 
-~- ·.t. • ' 
,. 
. ' 
••• If.there ·were a complete absence of ccmmunity,in 
our value findingJs. on given occas;i.ons, or if cQmmun•. 
iti~s of value apprehension in the presence of the 
.s~!!le object should be mere matters of chance, then no 
onet· t:ould i> with the best will in the world, learn 









-· .. , ........ 
On the. basis of this, the evaluation of experience must .· .... 
- include the ob·jective consideration of the· finaing·s·-or-·tne commun~ ---· ··---·-~-- · 
I 
. ity, aAd of that which is basically common to humanity. Beyond the 
criteria of ·individual satisfactions, is the consideration.of that 
which is contribut'ory to the benefit of man in community, and . 
c.~-,:,__. 
which is -in fulfillment of the natural faculties and powers within 
human nature.,, 
.. 
· Blanshard touches upon this latter point, as one of three 
components of values. Values are all (a) -experiences, which are 
i. I 
.I 
· · ··· ··· ~ · ··· ··· ··· ·· Cb) p_leasant and (c) fulfilling. A 1~~-· i.~~_ett.!'!r when it in• .... ···· ;: . -·- . . ·~ 




... . I 
· value because it speaks. to "our. conpi tion, answers our needs, and-~- --- ... ~~~~::..= ·· -:-~---~:=-.=-:·-=-~~~:.·~:·::: .. ~-=-~~ , 
. .. 
.. -··-·····--~------·-··---~-- ~----------- ----------
_ .. '• ... ' '' ·r---==_-~ ______ s.omehow ,completes some demand of our very nature. "The more cen- · . 





If it is , the case that there is a solid co_re of · what is ... 
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both veridical and common in. our va1u·es,- and .i if ··similarities· of 
----------·-----------·- --· 
·.•. ·•, 
• - ----.. , u 
- - - -·-· ----- ----·---- --- - - -----------------
value apprehension 8t'8 not . ffi6t"Sly matters Of. Ch8RC8 51 then it is 
.. 
' 'J . . .., .. I ·•-...-.! 
· I \ · .1. : 
·-- the case that we value what we value because of what we are and 
_o 
.. wh:~t _ we need ~s human beings. Would it then .follow ~hat, if we 
had a complete knowledge of ourselves as· human beings, we wou.ld. 
. .. . 
. 7-.-
• ,, - ·-
then know what would be of value in relation to our own wellbeing?; 
~----r-~-~~~ -------/------·----·-----.. ---·--···- -·-------·--·-----------·- ................... ____ .............. _ .................. -..................... - .... ·---·---- ....... --.---·--·-----~---·--·-------------------------------·--·-----·----------=-----~~------:,-'I 
/ 
If so, (and I think it would) then a key to. the problem of what 
is potentially benefici~l, and therefore of value, is to be 4 
found in knowledge. 
~--·.:.._,: __________ . -.--
·~-- ·------ -----~1- feel this · is consistent ·uJitli the- ;xtfarient!al--tne~ry of 
' 
values. -What this is saying }~s that the benefit potential of 
' 
'\ -- - -- - - - - - ---- ····--· .. . . -
.~ -·~-----· ------- . -····-·--------·', 
grain, for example, is a· property within itself, just as t~a~_ 
benefit potential qf water, is there:;: both for the grain and for 
ourselves. The attitude we have toward the grain is that of 
-----·---·---------- - ~-- valuing it,\ as we project the val_ue attitude tow~rd the object. 
But the reason why we consider it so, is because it meets a need 
grmwing out of· our very nature. We have come to· value food and 
water because our bodies need them. We value friendships be-· 
- --·~------- .. ·. _ ......... ~ -- .. 
'· 
. . f • d ·th· t h .• _· ______________________ .... __ ._ ... ___ ... _________________ cause_ .. o .......... ~a .. _basic. ne.a -__ JAll. __ -l.n ... o.ur .... v.er.y ... RB ure ..... as ... uman .. beings ........................ ----~-- · .... -.. -~-
The bette~ iveLknow ourselves, the better able we will be ,to know 
·,. ·.·· 
- .. -
·what will be experienced as a value in relation to ourselves. 
~- ' 
-- ------· ---·-----·~--·-···-~-·-·- ., .. - -
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Intrinsic v·alue experi.ences, then, are those value exper-
_,_ isnces worth having for their- owo ... sake, not for the sake. of some--
0-. .• t < 
._;. 
I '., 
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thing ·"else. As that· toward which instrumental values are directed, 
O---·~~~--P~_ ~~--· lney r,~ijp~~sent_ points· of'=e1.1lminatlo11 ·in. vaiue-~_-striving~ Value change····-
.,........... . ,'' - . ' 
I , 
r 
·• in the area of · the intrinsic is of greater . significance than in ... ' 
- ----- •• J 
the instrumental. A cn~nge tn the instrumental value is like a -
change .frc:.,m valuing the horse and buggy, to desiring the automo-
·1 
- ~ lJ L--1..LL : ·:-=. - - . - . -~ 
.:.-~· ... ·.,.. ... ~,~----'. .. -_ ... ~- ':... ,'.. ___ j 
-,-,·~·-
.,, , ..... ' 
~-~--,-----
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' 
intrinsic value experiences desired is like a change in 'bhe des-I . 
tinatibn sought. Value change at this level has greater impli-
cations, and is of _greater consequence for the whole value s-truc-
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.. The po.sitive attitude .. of valuing is bas:,~. ~p.on an organ• 
·,. -···-·-· 




~:zation of several beliefs focused up~n 'the ·object er situation 
26. 
valuede It was said before that for a person to hold a value_ 




-~· ·--~----stm~-1a·r ly, ·ro-r--·-one to--~v-a-lc---u-e_a_n_. --=o::--.-b--ij.----e--,---ct..,.._. -m-e--=a_n_s_t:L-lhl--a--'ltf::---f1e believes the 
:f" .· ": . 
.. 
object to possess certa_in properties •. · The valuecmattit·uda complex 
includes beliefs concerning mattefs of fact, and some ·beliefs con-
cerning matters of evaluation. Belief is· central in valuation. 
---- -·------·-------··-~._,_____-
,. 
A. The Centrality of Belief. 
I ' 
....... 1 may. believe a four-leaf clover to possess a certain pra_p_ ... 
'<i'."'-.: • 
' . ' 
' 
-
arty which will b~ing about the realization of certain desired 
experiences·. A native tribesman will hold a certain piece of wood 
. to be_ of great value because ha believes it to be a god, and there-
"' fore to have certain properties of influence. In each case the-ob-
' . ject is va;luedi, because of what_ !t is believed to be. The list of 
items that would fit into this category is as varied and'numerQus 
'I 
.. ·------ -. __ ~U3 ____ the ___ list _____ of _____ .thij_t ___ wb .. ic_b ____ is ____ capable ___ o_f ____ .. being __ value_d_.·: ____ A ___ meciicine \.·-· - . -
. 
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an object is not depende~t directly upon what the object i~, in f~ct, 
,., ' ' 
, .• l,, 
- "er ·on what:·--1properties it does (or does not} possess, but upon the 
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'uation. If I no·71onger b~lieve the -fsur-lea-f clover to have ·the · •. > 
.• 
magical properties lone:~ thought it to have, my- belief about· its ~- .... 
value will· cha_nge. But note·· also that a change in beliefs · regard• 
·, 
,' ing matters of evaluation can come about without a change in be-~~~---,~~~--. 
liefs regarding matters· of fact relative to the value object. .. ."'\ 
V F'or example,- the horse and buggy was once valued very highly as a ' ·. 
means of transportation. It could travel at a certain rate of 
I 
~---··--_ ... _ ... ______ _ 
---------·~--·· --· ~~. -~--·------speea--wi-th a---certai-n·-cte-gree·-·or-· comf'·ort .------··rnese ma-tters __ .. of .... fact 
· alld our. beliefs about them have remai~d the same. H~wever, '?Ur 
·'Ct:-
- - -------·-··------~-. ,·. -- . . . .. . . -- ----- -~.' 
beliefs a.bout how it ranks a_s a, fast,_ comfortable.means- of,trans-.-- ---~---------------- ----
pcrtation have definitely changed, now that the automobile has· 
came along. This is a change in belief regardi~g· matters of · 
evaltJation, while still belie~ing the same about the m~~ter of 
., fact properties of· the value object. 
Beliefs~ ~jll again be seen to be central to va-ltJing, if. - #~-' ~i 
~ we stop-to think tha~ not everyone holds the same beliefs con• 
earning matters of evaluation regarding the ·horse and buggy, 
., 





--- _f3' ______ ~-~ . -~ ~------~-------- ·---of fact. --TheAm.tsn·--still value_ .. the ho_rse and buggy ova» the 
------- l 
............. - ------------.. --·---r 
- - _.. . . 
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....... " ........ ~ .. ,,,." .. ~ .... = .... __ .. _., ......... -·----------------·"· ..... ·-·· .... _., .. -r ~ :,\f- -_-_c- -~ .. ~automobile .because of ti,.,e--beli8f that-the automobilEfiS' a~K!ria· 
_ ....... ~-·-· -· "'· : 







certain religious- bel·iefs. This provides a clue to answering the ' . 
-
' .. .-..;:;, ' ~ / . qurastion posed'above .regarding the ·determinants of values in the . . :· .., . 
,, 
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·--.-,---... - -----~~,.,--,_- . ------------
- ., . 
· case of valiiei····s·e.lection ·and val.us charige~ 
. 
" . 
... - . - ---- - - ·--
. ' 
That is, ·that the -r 
I, 
a~terminant of' values is a form of ·belief which is i'~ .'the. ~ture 
of a commitment. There __ may· be more. than_ one commitment i11volved, · 
<I 
·> 
~nd ~Y be rationally or emotively }ounded. Thel'eT'Ol'e belief's 
~ 
"concerning matters of evaluation of a given object may be quite 
different as seen by different individuals~ even though there may 
· · be agreement when it comes to the bel~efs concern{r(g matters of 
fact. Our experience would bear this out. 
Such a commitment is itself a value judgement that acer- ~ 
- . ~ 
~- -~--------~-------~-ta-in--style. of life is·-prefera.bl-e. -This ·would fina~·support--r.,---------
,j_; 
. 
:.. ""; Bai~_L~s observation that-the criteria a person sets up, by which 
he evaluates any given value object, are detetmined by the kind._ ~~- -- ---~---- ._.,------------... --~----- -- ~ ·--- - - -
l . 
:e: 
--------·- --- --·-··-------------·- -
· •co,-,,.-,_·•.•.>.-, 
•• •, .:.-~ I - • •. • • 
... - ' 
"' 
... 27. 
of experiences a person desires to get out of life. The kind of 
experiences a person wants to realize in life points back to that 
which , represents his· 1 philosophy I of life, or commitment. This 
\ 
would again be confirmed in our experience when we say of a person 
. . - ~ . . 
who· seem·s to be rather inconsistent in his choices, and in his 
value judgements, that he has- not yet found h~mself, and doesn't 
' know what he wants. 
· · ·Value change, t&Jerefore, will involve a change in belief_,: 
------- ---
I.. - • ' 
.... 11• 
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the kind of experiences believed to be pref arable. Chang~ ir1 th;s-- ----- · ----_-;_~ ·-- :- -~-- _ ~ 
latter regard is tfie kind of change that would affect the value 
attached to many yalue objects, sucll as would ~aka place in a 
religious conversion e)}(perienca, Sin,ce a change in belief is 
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• 
. ....• ~""'1: 
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. r:. ·' ~ 
-~· 
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- -.-•- -- - --
,.. --- - - - ....._ - ------~-- ----,,, .... •\ 
·.. .· ·.-.. , .. 
-------- . --- ---- ~ . involved, it i-s- i"rnportant tcr·-~:·1ook at the. forces which' exert 
-
-... .. . ... 
. themselves upon us in the formulation of such· beliefse ror the 
purposes of this study I shall think of , beliefs · c~ncerning matters · 
•• 1,, ... 
~- ---- -------
---~· __ · _____ or_ .evaluation (the-~belief -that • x 1 0. is gfcc-_\l_alue l~."e.ven ... though ;his is ~ · ----- ----
-
- -- -- -
-·- -
-
mot unrelated and in some ways r~thar similar to, beliefs .concerning 
matters of fact •. , ... · 
_.., -·' •• ' •• ~'-·1' ,, 
.'J 
•.. ---· 
~ , __ , 
.• 
a. The rormulation of Belief. 
Generally speaking, a person will come to·believe some-
thing to _be of value in either of two ways, through first h~nd 
e,. 
'I.,,•, 
.. ··-----·--·------······ .... ··---------------------:-""C"-------'-::-
---r - ----·---- -------- - - - - ---- --·--·-·-------·-·- ' ··---- tirst hand experience will be accepted by ~xperience, or not. 
.. ------·-- ---··· ·--·-·--·-- -------·------'<"-~----- ~--, 
the individual as most persuasive. This is in accord with the 
theory of values proposed, that values are related to, experience;:-· 
Even though the problem of the justification of that which is con-
sider~d as·a value experisfiba:remains, as was nbted earlier, 
one's beliefs about what is of value will be influenced by what 
I he has found to be of value in his own experi-nce. There are at 
/~ least two limitations to· this, however, which must be noted. The 
first is that first hand experience does not provide a knowledge 
of the consequences of o~r choices prior to our choosing,_un~ess 
it is at least the second time that thQ person found himself in 
( 
. - . 
-"'-" __ '.~bat very situation. But bein:g_· f?lt;f;:3d .w1th a- c.hoice for the ver_y_ --~-- --·-==--~=.:::.::=====~-=:-·.=:.:::: - - --- -------- ---- -




------. ~-----: __ _:: _________ --.-· -•--- -t---t-ima, one ifl dependent upon second hand experience to con-.. ~ I -, ' 
-
-~-- ........ -
firm what the person believes will be of value. Thus· it is .some- ·< 
0 
I time~ best not to demand a first hand experience, but -rather, to 
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- .. ·a A ·second.- limitation·!of f-!rst-hand--ex·perien·ce-is tn~t- it-----------,-----·-----------~· ---
~ _ ....... : 
is impossibl-e<for a person to experience during the course of his 
lifetime, all that- pertains to the many· value judgements he will -. ·1 ' 
------- ------·-··-··--·--- ---------------··-"····----···------ - - . ---.·-··-·· - ·-·--·--·· .. ····--. -·------·------·----~--------··-···--··-····-·····----~-~ ·,- ·-- -- _____ ..........___.c--=-------- -~ 
--- ------ee ealled upen to make; just ·as_· it is net possible for a J)erson ~ ---




·, to gain through his own initial research, all the know~edge he -
... 
·~ will be called ·.upon to use. Therefore the cumulative experience 
-- ------------------···------------~-- -· 
-----~-- .l.____ • - -----~---·--····· --------... -----------------------·-- - - ---------··------------------------~~~----------, 
of man is an important factor in formulating beliefs, and accounts 
for the ···larger portion of a person I s beliefs concerning matters ef · 
evaluation. It is therefore_ significant that there should be 
1 
. I 
that.which is both -veridical.,and commpn in.our values.,-if we--ar-e--- -----,---,---------- ·' 
to rely at all upon anything other than first hand experience. 
j_ 
---· ·-·--·---· -~----·~---::.,------·.·---·· ··.--"--
While it is the. case that much of th~t which comes to a 
person from someone else is in the nature of various value findings 
shared·on a take it or leave it basis, it is also true that a 
significant source of belief concerning ~attars of evaluation 
nas the ring of authority to it. A few points are .to be noted 
regarding authprity •. In the first place, there are several 
avenues of authority: the home, church, school and general aocial 




of how tl:lese avenues of authority function, ~ in var-
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"This_ ts of- value. Seek··· itl "• - Much of· the value structura of 
our society is conveyed through these avenues, so tha~, by the 
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- · sociaty at the present _time is due- to a rejection or that which. _ 
.. ->-···--·--·-"··--··-··------··----~--~----~-~---··. -.---·--- .... -.... -- -
has been handed down a~thoritatively • 






---------------- -~- . ------ ---~-=-==-c-__ -~~'----'-------'+j ----,------,-----------'----------:----------·----------------------------- ·--. 
may very well contain that which began as hearsay, superstition 
I 
-· 





· or guesswork. Thus, as Charles Pierce noticed, authority may 
perpetuate that which is neither true nor justifiable as far as 
values are concerned, but nonetheles~_accepted·rather blindly~ 
This is unf'j'tunate, for authority tends to work, not f~r value 
. change, but for the perpetuation of existing values. On the 
-~ ,, 
other hand, tbat which is handed down a.s authoritative may be 
... 
based upon very sound study and research, worthy of being accept-
ed. Authority itself does_ riot alw~ys. distinguish between the ." 
_two (if it ever does) which places the need for·careful discre--
t 
. ' 
.---,=--.. \ :,• 
tion upon the recipients of authoritative indoctrination. Be it 
_ sound or not,_ authCJ_rity is·a major factor in the formulation of 
beliefs c~ncerning ·matters of .eval·uation. · 




ful empirical stt1dy. ,When such a study has to do with evaluation, 
------- --· -
-------------- .. .. . . . ... . . 
. .. . . . -- -- . . . -------------------·--------------·------------___.---~-------------;- --------------_ ---- . -it is referred to as appraisal.. Such appraisal might have been· 
. 
- . 
_ I . • · .. It· the sour°{! of lhatv1which is c,;anveyed to o.ther.s ~,uthoritatively, 
··-
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or it m~y be the nature of the fir~t hand experience-le~ding a 
r--
.. 
person to_ formulate his ·beliefs. Appraisal ~s the empirical . 
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tbe---objgct~baing=~evataate·d---1-s~a~·certai·ned·;-~-~~-~i\··-··prcrp·erty---~sT"Ct1t1-
'• 
' M • 
sidered ~s~ b~~ng -~n evalu~tive .,proJ)erty ~ if it i~_s_o_m_e-~h-__ :-. n--g----'-----ff---t-ha_t_~-~---_ ~-
wanted i-n the object. A property· that. i_s· simply found in the ob-
ject, whether wanted 1:,r not is'. an eval,uatively neutral property. 
In some cases, the. e~aluative property_ is easily i-sC?,lated and 
---~ --,----------•~--- -------· ........... ------------ ---------- -- --------~-- -- . --- ---- - ---------- - -- -------- ~--------------
recognized,_ such as ii:t the case of -the ~p8ed-~f pperat1on on an 
.. 
assembly line, but in other .cases the property is not so easily 
0 
isolated or measured without the tabulations of controlled exper-
iments, such as in research.for a· cure for cancer~ The object 
of appraisal may be a matertal object or· thin.g, or_ it may be an 
\, 
-~--.. . 
-,1. . ------ .. . .- ~- . . . ' -
experience, even~ or ha~psnirlg. Such is necessary ,in thp evalu-
ation justification of • spoken of • the _,,. and value experiences in 
~ 
first part of'' this paper. 
" 
While .say·ing that value • relational, one must be care-: J.S 
fullest.he fall into the trap or subjectivity, in which case 
., 
value would reside strictly in the mind- of the behol9er. Simil-arly, 
unless such appraisal is to be guilty of becoming subjective, the 
. . \ 
-· criteria by which items are appraised must be co,nsidered as object-
ively evident. Criteria are determined and agreed upon, by which 
. .,,.,_ 
the value object can be appraised, objectively. Rescher state-s, 
. . 
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of lives that they facilita-te--thus- eeeemes -the arbiter 
' ' ft" • 
·of valueso Pe!fectly objacttve standa:cds are ope,;:~tive c· 
heres, rev~lving abou.t --~he _concept of human ,reTfare: Oc, -
health, wellbeing, comfort, security, freedom of action,29• 
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. I· 11ou1d·· 11ft out two phrases from ·this quote: the. first, that 
. ·~. 
. ·_ ~ · .. ' 
· . _ · values are founded upon a vision of how _life ought- to be li.ved,:. -~ 
.. · .. '/ 
. ' 
'°i 
-- . ..... .. r .. ··.· 
·, .... 
. \. . 
-~ .. 
. . F . . 
-~-~-- ~-
-r,---- . 
.' • ., /_. : ••• :
--c-~-'--1.~·. ~-~~-q-,· ~ . 
" . • ' •· . I 
.. -~cc:, ____ - _'. __ ·.:- ~":- -and-·the -second ,---tha-t per-fe53t-l-y ob-jeetive standards are opa--~a---.tL.Jih-v .... e..--.-. ~--,;--0 --'---,.,..,--'--:--~~-. : ,. - . rill 
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. Yes, objective standards ~ay be operative, once it·is agr~ed upon· 
. . 
. bow life ought to be lived. Whose vision is it? Isn't there a 
···,t_a,~ 
· danger of becoming subjective here? If so, then one may questior, 
- -·- - ------------- -
-
. nmw · 1 perfeffiy ooje·c~ive-•~tne_c_r~i~te_r_ ..... i ----a-are. 
,. '\.. ,. 
. 1! 
·p . 
What.happens, at le~st as I sea 1~, is that a proce~s of 
objectiflca~ion or codification takes place. In other words, the 
~~~j~ctive ex~~~i~~of _ _:<~~~_E3!_of_peDple ._are_br13ught_together. ___ .• ---. ----· 








. - .... -- - - -· - - - --,- --,- --~. - .-------~----··--··-. ------ -·-- - ,. --~··-
~-·· - --- - ------------------·------. ·---·---.. -·----- -· It becomes the standard by which further~appraisals are mad~ and . . 
future experiences· evaluated. This process has ta~_~n place, in 
,,, 









Such objectification.is bound to take place in the history of a 
-- ---------culture, a nation or. a religion. ----ance again we find ourselves 
appealing to co~on experience. ~ 
~Beliefs concerning matte~s of evaluation may be formu-
. 
. , lated.through first hand ex~erience, adopted through authority, 
-~-------- -coming out sf· hearsay -and- superst-ition -or derived through care- ~ --- . ~- - ·--- --~ - ·--- - --1------~-~:------~--------.. --... -..... 
.. , ·""""·----"·'CC~-.... ,, __ ,-·-------------·-----·--·------------· - 'J-·--«· -·------.. ------, -~---+~--""---'-'---'----~4 
~ ' .. 
. -~---- --,~-:- ---- .. -----~ _f_ul empirical .study. This does not pretend to be exhaustive, but 
..... 
. . . 
ii' 
does indicate the various sou,rces · of belief'.·.· The .. beliefs upon .. · 
which a person's value structure is built will most 1-ikely ·-in.--
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elude beliefs-:f om a combination of sources. It· is a ·subject. of· 
- . 
__ . - _: ____ :· ,, . -,,-------.--. -- ·-_-------- -
(., 
psycholo-gic~l' study 'to di~cover whether a _person's thinking is 
~_:__----------'---
- ---- ------- -- - - ~--. 
- -- -- - -- ------ ---- ----------- - . 
- ~ -
-
---'-------~__,,___,. bouncl by authority o]: i~bellirius- .in the face of it; whe~er - ... --_-~---
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he ·1s. superstiti'ous or ratidnal; ',whether he is timid in the face 
o) new ~xperience, or repeatedly craves it. Conflict within a - ,' 
.. - ,,,. 
person IS Value-attitude· system Op8DS·. the tWa}' __ t:O~"\t_al_U8. 9hange~_ 
---- - ---- -------=--- ------ -- -- ··--- ··-·. - . --·-----·····-···-·----·-··---···-···-·------------·-·----------·------··-· . ----------- ·---~,----~-- ----------- ---"----·· .. -----.-- --- - ---- . ,- ·- . ,~ -------cc--_ -,--,I __..___ 
c. Souroes of.Value Change~ 
- '\ ~ 30. 
\ Reacher suggests four sources of value\change. 
·_ --1-. Value change. brough_t about by new info~mation. ·· "'-
-~~---~---~------ ,. --------------------------- · .. -·------- -- . -- - ------------.----- ---- ---- --------------·- --- . ------~------------ - ------- ·- -....... ' ., -. ·-:--:~--- ' 
• Value change induced by political or ideological chang~ ......... 
3. Value 9 erosion 8 through boredom 9 disillusionrftent and .___:. ------->-~ 
reaction o ,. · -. · ':' > 
4. Value change induced by changes in the operating ; 
·.-:-. 




_ environment of a -society 9 such as econcn:iic · · 
or technological changeo 
. . i 
.. . .. - . ~ .. 
-~------- - ... -·-------------- _- . 
y Whil~ we will, be thinking particularly of the importance 
of knowledge in value change, a few things mµst be said about the··-
otb~r sources of change.· The last type of change indicated·has 
• • • • I 









valties may no longer hold, such as increasing econbmic abundance 
making the value of· frugality less important. The •value• attached 
to peace and -quiet may be enhanced in a technological environ-
~- - ment where it is a_:rare occurran~e. A person who has valued the_ 
-----------·----- -~----- __ ·.-~a-ccumu~ation- of- ·posse·ssions ·_-may- become disillusioned, re,rlizing~---
~----~-~,---_--_--_-_:_ _______ ~-------------------- ----------~-- - - -------- -·-- -------- -----------------------·------·--- - ' . . -------------------- - -
-- -,-· -
_, ' 
.. - .. · .. 
\· 
:·· 
71 ,·: r 
· that there are certain needs and desires not satisfied· _therebyii · 
This is an example of the third type of vaih\;le change •. Value 
erosion is a kind._of mo;t'al· fatigue, in which case a person's. 
-value struc:ture ·gradually wears away. A r;;ertain li-fe style isn't· 
.. -·, ·' 
'r .,· • 
... .;, 
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what it was- c·racked up to be~ or now l want something di~ferent •.... ·· 
':7/ . 
. . (), 
_This.is sur·e· to -happen when a person~. upon reflectirtg upon his. 
-----~--.!-- ----· -- .~- _----,--:...---,----'c---"-~ . .;:C"Ct-. , ... 
own .past experiences, b~~<>m~~~~-b~;ed~_ __Th_e __ s_ecnnd_ type __ listed. may .. - -- ---·--'-- ---~ . · ---·····- -- ___ .;..• -------- -·--------------- - --·····--- ---------~-·---~---
. 
----~---- ' . 
·-;,,; 
r .·. 
have the same results as the third, though it is much more sudd~n 
add dramatic, such as in the case-of.a religious conversion, or 
the ac-c-e-ptance of a new ideology, be it communism, demo~ra_QY, or . \ 
------------~-
~--
--·-·--------- -----· -~ 
'~ 
,...., 
a movement ta the right or , the left within the same id~ol1lgical, 
•• ' 
camp. This may involve new knowledge regard~gg the ideologi~s · 
. 






























" mes-t--s-ignificant facto-r herere This, Ji:!n·a··of·-· value·chang8 is fre..; - :; . -, .... ~ - - ------- - - --· ·. '.'i, 




'I quently an ,emotional response~~f some kind, the magnitude of which 
. ·~ -. 
-~- -, - r-•·-·-••......'.-----._....,••-••··~-~ • -·-··- ••--~---· 




to val~es in this category is frequently in the nature of a 
- ~~-. "--~~--~-- ·, 
" . 
· · · commitment, . becoming a determinant of values. When once the · ,_ I 
, . 
I 
commitment d.s made:,- ·oth~r value changes are likely to come about 
' through authority, -for it·, is here that indoctrination may take 
-
-place. _It is also my judgement that value change through ideolo9i• 
~- . 




also be subject to changes itself, through value erosion or 




. . . 
seen in recen~ly !Jo~!I -_wi_~~io. th~ icf e.ology of eommunism and Christ- -
---- -------------------
- - -- -~~-~--~ .. -----~~=-=-~~-' -·- --------~- - ~--~-
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· ~ · ~ D~vetailing wi-th this is Rokeacb 's statement on value·= 
] 
....... 
change,, in which··· three sources of change. are given. The· first is 
. .,.. :;. ) 
. through lndticed · behavior, incp~sistent with the person I s pre1sent · 
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.. 
value-attitude system •. Seco_np, value change· may ar~se when the 
person is exposed to new information from a significant external 
II 
source is inconsistent -with the inf'ormat-ion or set of beli·ef s /' 
·' 
-------------------~-~------ -- - -- --- -- -·------- ---·---------- -· - ---------- --------- ___________ ............,__ _____ ~-----·------··---·--··· - ---------- -------------------- -------
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there is change comtng about when the person is.exposed-to informa-
., ___ --~~ tion regarding inconsistencies ,already existing within his value• 
. •-· I 
•• . . .. 
•, . ... .. 
.. 
-. 
------------34.---- ... ----------~---- - -----------------------"----------------+'-, 
attitude system. · ...... -. - .... ., .. 
It will be worth noting_~ few. things regarding this 
. ... 
· · tb_eory. In the first place·, ~okeactl I s - theory of -value change 
assumes a motivation or desire for consistency -w~_thin the value-
( -
, . I 
attitude system of the person. The theory ~ncludes what-is 
called dissonance.induction and· reduction. . . . . . Dissonance or incon-
sistency is induced in the abov_e ways, and the person seeks to 
reduce the dissonance through value .change, and restore consist .. 
ency. However, value change will not necessarily result in the 
face of s·uch dissonance •. It is important to note, the possible 
- \ . 
resistance on,. th'e-:[lart of- the- person to that· w~ich would reveal · 
an existing ince£1sistency in 'the value-attitude system. A. per~ 
1•'"'• 
son :,may refuse to admit it, or ratioanlize his· way around it,- _ 
......~- ---- ···--·-----··· ... ·• . ,·~"- .. ···-· ·-~ ._ -- - -
even if he is illogical in doing it. (As a Pastor for_ 15 years, 
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take battl,e stations.) . · ------~ 
ln the second plac~-~ ref er to Rokeach Is stateiment -
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·· ·1cant extern·al sdurce 1 • · What constitute~ a significant exte3:nal 
so~r_ce-e-f--information? The answer··- to this will be· different for ---~-· __:------------------- . 
.,.. . . 
__ · _ _::__~-~_.,. .. ---'-·. ~-'-,-----,---1 
~---·-... 
-
· different people. -It· must be conside~_~d_ by ___ the· indiviclual. __ as ·a . · ~----~ -~---~---;------:--- -.------------ - - ------------ ---------------------. ------ -
·• 
-·· ---------- -----~---- ·------ -
dependable source, where they know· what th.ey are· talking about. 
The person must have_ faith in the information source, o~ the in-
-- - ------ --· -
·formation will not be accepted. The _ ~_e_r~-~-~~_r_ed_~_bi li ty gap 1 ·i,~,.____a_~~~---.-----------~ ----:---------~---'-~----'--- ·--··-···--·--------·---- - --
C 
familiar one, and speaks to the ·pointo ror those who are of a 
' .. 
. closed c·mind, th~· information source ·must be· -one that proclaims 
that which is generally consistent with the present beliefs and 
values of the p~rson. This is seen in those. of .. certain religious 
- "--" 










. -- - ., 
_,. ,..,. ...... 
with which they are sure to be in agre~ment. Thus· it is that 
' scientific inquiry would not be a significant external soijrce of 
'II. . 
information for some, and informati~n coming fro~ that source. 
would be considered as misleading, and in some cases perv.ersive • 
. . Once again we see that the •perfectly objective• is not so easy to 
come by, f_or _people·''·have · a way of see~ng information from that· 
· source that_ is mmst .· likely going to tell. them_ what they want to 
. ' 
,· hear. This holds true for matters of evaluation perlJ~ps to a 
greater extent. tha~~·~ .. it· ·would .. for an ··eOaluatively neutral matter of . """ ' 
. 
. . 
. , -: 
..... ; 
-- ·--·-·---- ··-,------.;: .. _--
"' . . 
.y~;,'"f},, 
-------- ------ ------·--------r·--···---··- ·- ·-----.... ---··· . 
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.. 
-----.--:-- · _____ ,:·-fact~ · ·--~.feel· that a theory_of __ ~alue.change-such as·····giveiA·--·by-':.·Rok--ea~ca:·1,..----~..=---'~.==c ... /.. 
I . • 
.,, 
· '·· ·" .,.,, · ~· would hold true for many\ people• but not wt'.tbout exception. 
. \. 
. ,, 
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•' ·. /., 
. . . I . . . 
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However, for most·of. us, scientific inquiry.is accepted as 
/ 
.. a significant· so.urce- of information, readilt accepted. as reliable. · · 
. . 
· Where this is so, .new information tha·t is inconsist~nt .:with the 
r.--.. 
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·Store the consistency and reduce dissonance, as the new knowledge·~ 
'" 
___ . --"----- ·f. ' ·: ' ' 
Changes., the belief S Uptih . which the VB·lUe · ·iS _ based• 
"' ' "... . 
·---~-'----- --------'-~--------,------·--
. ., 
o. The Importance of Knowledge. 
. . . ~ 
·--~. 
. · ·· · Knowledge ~s ari important factor in va1·ue change, as .,in• 
' 
... -· ..... --·-----·_- 'a!cated- -by--bot~-Rescher-and-Rokeach-.----ft---stands· to· reason that- ----
"one common sense demand· upon moral discourse, is that.genuinely 
~thical statements must _be grounded in knowledge of the subject 
Judged. 1132 -There is a moral requirement here, which holds true 
even if the value in question is other than a moral good. One is 
morally obligated to seek the. most .. correct and proper judgement, 
.., • 1_ i 
.z ,• •' . 
. ; u· 
., 
i ,·- ' ' 
... 
'f 





-·-~ .......... ~--··--~ •• ,,.--._,•, • ...c-,.··c;_.:,~J-- ••.-----
. which demands a i'knowledge ,of that being evaluatedo Unfartunateiy~ ----~~-----~-~ .. ~~-~--·.---. -~ -· , 
:"". 
·- . 
it is a--s-u-b-j·e.ct of jest, not at all uncommon, that those who know 
L .. / 
. the ).east about, a· subject have the f!!_DSt to say about it. ''A person 
' , 
r 
can subscrib·e to a value rationally only if he has groundp for 
, l' 
. 33. 
such a fa'vorable view of its invmlvementp." . Know.ledge pro• 
vid.es th~/g-raund. 
-----'---·--
. _Values·~epend on knowledge, and thus to some extent in 
turn on science 9 if they are to proceed from the realm · 
of words 9 to that cif actiono ooo To act morally isi in 
one sense the opposite of acting blindlyo It is acting 
in1··the presumed knatvladge of tJJhat it is 9 in ~~ptS> that ·,, · 
. we are dcoing o o o o No action can be -evaluated ai:J good or ·. · · 
. _ ~- ... • __ ~ _
0 
... ___ .-_..... _ _,.__ • • -==- bad, . wi tbo~l some knopsledge .01:--sul'IRise--about its son--" . . .. _ .... , .... ·---~----- .. -- -""'=·-~->---- • ·--~ 
- ' .. : - -----·-··--·· ·.' ' . .sequenceso-- ~- -~:-- ·:- -: '' . . . - . . - ' -·····--- __ , ___ -----s,-------- .-·~---:-··----~-~--~·-
_,. --"-,._....... r, -
------- -:'• 
. . 
··. - The i~port~nce of knowledge ls seen_ at several points. 
; ./ 
•· •• - i ;,' 
. ' 
The·_firat is that of a knowledge of the matter of fact proper-· 
. :, . / ' 
:"". 
ties of the value object, al'ld 'the second_ is like · unto' it, th8t 
. '~., ..... · tf) '' 
is a knowledge;of ·the·benefib/d~ficit·potenti~l of the .object. 
I ,,. 
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. 32 '• 
The- f-irst is necessary, though not sufficient for the second. The 
second area of knowledge will also dam~nd a kno~ledg~ of every~· 
... ' 
.• 
thing with whic~ the value obj~ct will b~- related, or with-which .J 
1' ' ' 
-.--~··--




- ... -- ... I 
Furthermore, a knowledge of ourselves is nece·ssary before one can .. 
: 
< ' . . . . say ~hat •x I will· produ~a a favorable difference in relation to ~ 
, 
__ ...... ----~---' ·----- .- ·_ --- · ----· t,urse-lves. i3ut is not one- in pang~r-""'·of- ~claiming----tu- ·know· m·ore· tJ,ap 
he can.truly know, at this point? 
Pater Caws· would remind us that we can make no k~owledge 
claim about the .futu~e. ror while values are prospective, know!-
35. 
edge is retrospective. 
.,. 
A sentence such as, "It is the case 
·' 
..... 
· that •x•.n · is a protocol· sentence,·and one like "It ought to be ·.:, .. 
.-1. -· ,. 
·-----~-------.,,·_,, ____ .. __ :_ .... r .. -. . ___ ,,_the case tha.t 'y' ~" is" a virttJal prot·ocol ~entence. 
• I 
and 1 y I are identical, meaning that things are all right the way 
~hey are, the two terms, 1x 1 and 1y 1 have ~ifferent,tempora1··. 
refe~ences, with the latter bei.ng futuristic. In the case of a, 
sentence that·reads, "It ought to have been the case tha~ 1y 1 •", 
"· 
the reference is toward the future, since wh~~.: .... ~~- really means 
... ~~·· 
is that there on.c~ was a time when ·it ough.t to :(futuristic):~. be the · 
case that 'Y'• The difference between the two types.of sentences 
·(other than the time ~eference)_ is that, unlike the protocol sen-
·6il. .. • 
.. 
' . 
___ ...... ----- ~~-'---~~-................ _ .. .t .. ances _0£. .. ~cience,. the facts ref.erred to i·n. tbe .. expressio.r1s .... iA~-------.-... __:....: ... _____ _-______ ._:.. ___ .. __ : __ ··-··------
·, 
... ~·-. 
~ . ,, ' 






,.volving value need .not be the case,. and_ may· never .be t_he case. _ 
/'"\ ' . 
While facts refer to wh~t is or was. the case, values.refer 
4 . 
. 
· · . . 36 • .... . -......... : . .... 
. to what may be the ca~se. - A valwe is a posai~le future · fa9t, 
.. . 
,, . ,-. 
'l .. 
-( though it could be .. ~D impos .. sible one) ·perhaps one out of sev~ral·, . -
--- ---. 
.. 
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wh;ch· may or may not be realized, _but which'has:an imperative 
'· 
. I.· . - - - ' -
. ·-··:-··,·. ·. - - ' ' '_. \t,, ... 
attach~d to' it, ma~ing· it- one -t_hat- a- person DI'.· group will desire 
ti:, bring to pass, ';;.,here it-fS- possible. (thou~li again,, one may 
-------- --- . -· - -·- ------------- ---- ---- - - --- -- --- . --·------- ·- - . 
. . ,_., 
~trive to bring about the impQ_~sible) •.. Th~s is in accord with our 
.- ' .theory, that a value held is a belief that a certain experience is 
pr·efera·ble; wh-ich:___--va-1-tte~serve.s as a guide and---st-imult1s--to a-ct-ion~---=c...~-
- . :. - - ~- ·---~---~---------. ---··-··-------~---------------. - ·-----·- -- ----·· ... -
.. -
to-wa·rd ~e realization of that value .• 
Evaluation, if it is··to -be in any way complete, dam~nds 
prediction, which is a stateme.nt of probabil~.ty, but not ofl knowl• 
edge. This is not to say that knowledge has nothing to do with 
. ' predict·ion.· _tber~ ;_~_r-a_~_ ~enying that a thorough knowledge of all 
predicting what will be of value in the.-future. On the basis of· , 
· what we have experienced to be the case in the past, we' predict 
what is likely to be the case in h future. This is limited., 
·,;; 
of course, by changing circumstances, and new factors not p:t'esent 
-- in the past·. We have no guarantee that the future will' ·be like .. 
. the past wh·en it comes· to the circ_umstances surrounding, our living, 
va;uing and acting. In fact_, we can almost ·, gua!lantee 1 ·that th~y 
·will be different,· such that in som.e cases, pas~ experience migh·t 
. -
. . 
·be the worst thing· a person could follow. (e.g •. waste dispesal,--------- ~ 
-·----'·" _:: -
·-····-· ---------- ·-··------·-·---·-- . --·· 
















- _--~~--~. r0The _staternetft" w~s· mada~._earlier that- v~lu-,3s are -va:~rue-s=~~- ~- - --- . ._:_, 
,., ... 
.. :.:.. ' . ,. 
~-· ,,> .. , 
. ---~_ ....... 
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. "" ~ 
. . ''• 
cause they speak .to our condition and meet- the·- needs· and desires 
~·. 
.,.-, . 
of .. our ver;Y· nature. -Ihe~_mQ_~£=l~_t~orough our knowledge of ourselves,._ 
~--·-· 
.. ' 
the better . can be .pred~~,ted what will be ~ value to us. 
-..i.,· ·. 
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,,_' III. -POINTS. or INrLUENCE or SCIENTitIC- INQUIRY -• ,t-• ,-:-:... .. ,·.~. • 1 
. ' ~ . 
- .~- -- ·.· -
; ' 
-------.,-------·~-I~he_inq_uii'y __ of.__tb_e ____ empirical .. -sciencea-saeks-~to-~E3-X-Plor--e-·----~-----:--
. ' 
.. 
--- -. -·- ---- -. :·dascri·be, explain :.·and predict the occurrences in the :·worlcf--wa--live . ·-. 
;".. 
------------- ------ --
in. Hypotheses are tested by th~ gathering of empirical· evidence· 
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in support of it. There is no sharp line between hypothesis and 
truth, for even a favorable outcome of extensive tests.cannot pro-
vide conclusive pro~f of the truth of a hypothesis, but only 
. - . t 37 • support or confirmation in varying degrees of probabili Y• 













- ---------------. ____ ,....... -~ -- ---
·· which is·· a statement of observed r~gulari ties .• If contrary facts 
are discovered as a result of further o~servation anc experiment, 
modification, of laws .or theories must take place to account for 
' . it. Psychologically satisfying answers are not adequate_ for· the _.,/,,_\ 
~ 
· purpose·s of science, and the one doing the research cannot rest 
with a -given conclusion just because he feels within his own mind 
38. 
that it is'the right one. Central to sc!entific inquiry is 























· It ~n be said_~·th_at_ sciFJJ'ltlfic intjuiry has ~a~-~~ influ~11c:e ---~-------f,,,., 
~· 
.. 
~-------c--~---'------+-----=o~· .,._____,.._,· · alue_cbanga· __ whaneverlt----can----bs---shown .. -that-i-t-~is---ths- sou:ece-----··· -----~--· -~--=--- . ----~--- """'1 
-.: --- - ----- •·I --- --- - 111- - ' -----
~ -
- -- - ·-- - ---- -···-------···-----·-~---·-···----·· --··-·---·-···--··--·-····-- --·- - ---- -· ---------------------
' 
~~-~---.,--,-----~----- . ---------------~-·----·----·--
, ___ .. of an additional factor(s) sufficient to bring abqut a· y~lu~·tion _· _____ .. 
.. :: ;·-' .' 
.... _____ .... .. -.· -.. .. 
~-------_:__ ' . 
--
·--··", --~- . . 
--- · , different fr.om what woulg ___ otherwise have been t-h~ case. The· 
,. 
· point~ at which s-~ientific inquiry- has. made such an inf luen;~ 
. -
fElll into thrEle g8f'er~l cat~gories, not fflutuallY exclusive, .but 
. ? •· • • j"c•· 
D 
=~--identifiable· nonetheles·s.- These influences come from (a) the·· .· ·_ 
·: ... •,. 
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• ' I ,, 
• findings or proclamations of scien·tific inquiry as a"4tesult of 
' Oi 
l 
their research; (b) · the ~n.flue~_ce of the method of inquiry; ?ind 
·,i 
._,.., I 
' r " ··. 
- •----• - --• -~· ••·--
' . ------ --'-----. --.. -- ·----·:· . ··, .. . . . . . _:.. . . :_ .,.. ·- ,,.,, ..... - - . .- ··-.------ . ____ '. .......... - ... - . --- - -(c) tne- inf luenca of the underlying p_hilosophy_: (m~~aphysi~al _________ _ 




viewpoint) of sc;entific inquiry. ·, 
.i/f,'•,, 
~ 
A "word ought to be said.in passing about the influence of 
I , . b 
• scientific inquiry on value change through its very activity. It 1-. 
is, within itself, an opject ~f value, an experience.found to b~ 
~ . prefereble by many people: As such, it influences value change 
. . ( by being one of the alternatives from which to-choose as one seel<s 
to become engaged in meaningful activity. It is an e~per~ence of 
,. 
...... - .. , 
r-
- -------






~pment, medic~! ability, etc •• It is a means toward the realiza•_ 
···~- -·---- - .. ___ . -------
- - . ------- - ---··- - --- - -·- ---·-- - -
--·----·-- ., - ---- - -- -· 
tion of fu~ther, more ultimate goals. 
However, it is else an activity that is valued for its 
own sake, as man desires to become engaged in inquiry simply for 
the. sake of doing it. ·· Man desires to know, and he loves <to in-
quire. ~f_the activity as a whole were removed from the human 
.scene the value experiences of many peoplee;would be consider2'bly 
different from what.they are. 
-- . ··---- ---~~ ----A; Value Ch~nge Throt1gh the r1ndings of Scientific Inqui-ry. 
., 
-------~----·-----
___ .· _ _ ___ · __ o_ur_ th_eor_y ____ of _ualues--states--:that an----o-a-jee-t---is valued be• 
-----~~-- -~--,------
-....... ; ... ' 
=• 
' --------- --·· -----···--·- .. ._., ----- ··- - . - -- ... -·····-· ----· -
...... -- - .. - ·--. 
- ------- ----- ----
----- - - - . - - -
cause of what the rperson believes it to be·, and an experience is. 
valued ·because the person beli_e-ves it to be preferab+e• The. be-· 
1 ; -
liefs -concerning matter of ev.aluation dep·end upon the beliefs 
/ . 
, · con,cerning matters oft! ct. Upon what ar_e the ~eliefs concerning 
matters of fact founded? · New informatio.n ·regarding the mat:tr:lr of 
' 
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• '·.•_ ..... _ .. ,.1 benefit/deficit potential may change valuation. Scientific· inquiry.-~ ... ·-c----w-. -
~
.,-_ 
·has brought forth new inf~rmation suffi_cient to change values. 
. 
. ror·example, new information regarding cigaret~e'~moking ' . 
. . 
,, . 
. . ( ' caused some to change their beli sf? ragarcli.n_g ___ ; t_, __ t_a __ down!lf ___ _: ____ _:___c..-~---
.:• . ' ·· bas . ., .. · 
---- ------------ -- ''-.--'--" -'----" ~--------.-"'--
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. .· ~ , 
•' / i--.-:~--. .._.____ . .· .. 
- . c··::···;::--~~:~.- . 
' . 
. 
.. ·grade its value, due to the increased dangers of cancer. When th~ 
' 
.. beliefs upon which a persori's value-attitude system is btiilt are 
' 
' ", based upon knowledge, it is possible for more accurate evaluation 
.. 
to take place, thari if they were based on hearsay.· One may think, 
for example, of the unfounded beliefs upon which prajudice is 
-~-
based, or the untested beliefs of superstition such- as when one·-- ------ ______ _,....... __ • -. -, -' ----- - 4.~ 
values a rabbit's foot, or the unana.lyzed beliefs that result in ~ . 
• J. 
un-necessary fear. Ignorance ~s a·great distorter and perverter 
of values, leading one to value the·worthless, and discard the 
"' . potentially valuable. 
. ... .-New information regarding matters of fact is of course 
relateo to the. beliefs· concerning the 'benefit/deficit· potential •. 
It does not seem necessary to go into detail ia speaking about th~ 
predictive ability presen~ly attained through scientific inquiry 
r. 
, a·nd the amassing -of data gathered through observation and axper-· 
' ' . If, to act morally is, -in one sense, the cpposi te Qf ~ct-. A\ - , 
_ing blindly, an·d if. a· requirement of a moral act is that one have 
a k~ow;~dge of wh~~~it is .he is tj6ing, and what the con~equences ' 




in ~- far better position- to a_ct morally tqan"' man has eve·r be_e~ 
. c---· 
, . '' ~ 
.. ,:t· 
. 
· .. , -~·" ' 
. 
in his history. _ It_ is -possible for· us to say·--that, on the baijis 
........ ' ~ 
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·~-- ---- ·-· -
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'. 37 :'; -. ~ . {,. ~ .; ' v• . ,; , ! -" 
........ ' , __ , 
... 
• C,,...,·. I r: .. , . 
of what· we have found to be the case·· through our -experience up 
( 
.to the present, and given the continuation of these observable 
·- -- -. ----·- .. --· --------- --- -. -- -- -- - ----- -- ·~-----------c-
trends into the future, and allowing for these variables, etc. 
--·- ____ ... , _______ . -~--- -- ---·--·---·--·--- ---··· ( 
· ,, tbe odds are such and such that ·this is what will be the case in 
the future. 
- ··'' 
. , ('' 
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iratrinsic value experiences demands that we consider what our 
"'f....sxper~ences will produce by way of good or bad effect·s both no·w . 
. ,, 
and in. ·the future. The "experience-in-total" must be considered. 
A few questions were also raised regarding this. While it m~y 
· be impossible to· draw this out to the extreme, we canno~ deny 
that we have in pur possession a knowledge of the world com-
plete enough,to go a long ways toward this end. To say that ·we 
:can hot predict what·wlll happen if we continue to pollut~,air 
and water is as absurd as saying that we don't have the technolo~ 
·gy to build a pollution free·~utomobile. The findings, of scienti- · 
\ 
fie inquiry has. an efrect on ~alue change by- e~abling us to fa~ 
better predict the effects of our actions, thereby giving ~a a 
more sound basis for belief ~egarding them • 
~ limitation must be rfoted, hoWever. The impact of new 
information on v~lue change will vary ·from person to person. In 
,, 
. . 




. • 1 
. not. Either the lat ter-e..~eup -· does ntlt----be-lieve-- · the informatibn~-.i.-.------..-.. ------.-----~ .. ---
b~ ~~u~, or they ·are 1.ui·11ing to take the risks, assuming that the 
. -. • I ,~• • ~ ' • 
• 
. . 
.· perc~ntages ~~~- in their favor, or they value- -the· exp~r·ien·ce of . 
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smoking more t'1an they disvalue the chances of i,~i health. 
. ·-. I_, 
.. 
~ 
•• ·-....... ' ..... - .. ' . 
l • ;The findings of scie~tific inqui~y hava·had to do, not 
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' 
on-ly--wi-th--v~lue-abje·ct-s, but-wi-tti-~ourselve~ as valuers. We have -·· 
11< -- • (,I' l> 
-· a more thorough. knowledge of our· biological and ps,ychological _ 
. . . 
I .•: 
make-up, placing us in a better position to know what will be 
.. • i'' ' . 
.- ' 
---of value ihirelation to ourselves, such as the challenge of crea• 
_______ ...__ ____________ ---~,_ - ···-···---- -- ---- ---
-- ----- ---
- - --~---- ----~-
. 
~ . 
-. -,------tivei ·sir-i,ii·n~If and what will be tif- · defic1t·,-~-·suclt as·-·t11e-·1Jver-
,. . 
.·-·-. 
crowded !i.ving conditions ~ndu poverty of the inner city. The 
quest'ion was ·posed earlier, as to how we are to know what is 
of value to those around the earth, or yeot un_born·, • evaluating in 
/;, 




inquiry, about ourselves, aids in discovering what it • that is J.S 
•• 
• 
. ·_. :·· ~ 
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both veridical -and common ·in our value apprehensio·n_ •. The ob-
jective study called for in this. value theory w~~ld be im-
·= / . 
" 
possible apart from the knowledge gained through scientific 
• • inquiry. 
I 
, We noted that· new information, in_ order ·to bring about 
value dhange,~must come from an·external aource considered as 
"~). r, ~ 
signifi&lnt by thOJ3e involved. Generally speaking, in our soci• -. 





Ith~~ gained high prestige in_our society,·to the point tha~. 
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seeking to p.ersuade -~he ·public to_ b4Y their prod-uct. 
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., su1 t than ·woui,i o-ttierwise hav(;) been the case. rher:·method -~r " . ' ' ' ' . 
.. " .. 
' l . 
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tp apprai~al provides the tools for a more accura"te evaluative· pro-
-- ' ··~ . -· 
'" J,._ 
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ca~ as c~~le~ -~~:-~~-~h~_:~~!.-~~eory~- Value c~r3~e _lll~Y i:esult_-~---~·-.·------'----. ' ... ---------' 
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-~---------- - ~. ,--- -
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' 
from the assertion that beliefs upon which values are basad, m~st . 
' 
.• 
-be cognitively based, instead of being fou-nded upon guesswork, .or , " I ~ : . ~ .. 
' ' 
t" ,; :. ' 
an untested and perhaps ou,tdated authority. · The call for criteria 
~~---· ----~-
• ffiat-- are objective, and can be assessed by. impersonal _standards, 
' 
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based upon subjective o<; private evaluative criteria. The Justi-. \ 
' . . \, 
fication of a value experience is made throui:1h an objective s'tudy \ 
of the ensuing consequences as revealed by the facts at hand .• f 
,_, .. 
-
· Values are tested iFFexperi<Hl'ce, the same .as hypotheses. In eeJ:ta~n 
ranges, evaluation 1·canJ -not take place through. a ,method of listen-
' ing,for a divine re~~lation, of intuition and deduction, or by 
seeing how close we come to a 'prescrib~d.code or law. Values ~r~ 
not absolute~ as a part of the eteinally 'given•. They are subject. 
' 
to ·change as new facts come forth,·new knowledge gained and new 
. 
~---· si-tuations faced. What' was once experiencad as a value ·-may- be 
- -----· ---:-· 
sf3en_ ___ ~'?. be a -d_isvalue when the total exp~rience is evaluated-. 
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. ---~---~ -fhis demands an opef:1 _frame of· mind,. wit~. a·· willingness t.o a,d.Just 
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to what .tne ·-:resulting facts.· reveal to be the ca·se. This allows- f·or ·-·· . 
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value change in the face of new circumstances, su_ch as the advent 
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of the implements of tech_nology. · . 
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. otiier influences disc.ussed_, is in-the underlying metaphysical 




-Vi"ewpoint . of s.cientific · inqui·ry, . which. is naturalistic. This -ei· . 
-pervades scientific inquiry," influencing its _interpreta.tion of. 
. . 
-----~-- ---- - ----- - ---- --- -
-
--- ---- ... - --- - - - - - - - ... -
-·- ···--- - - - '~ 
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Q 6 • the facts discovered, and" thence its -theories· which seek to re-
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. . late those fac s. 
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Therefo~e, while I am aware that· I: am talking 
0 
.. ;~ ' . _; . rb"out a ph osophical poin·t_ of view, I am also of the opinion 
' . 4.. .... . ... 
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. ' . , ;;;. '. . . . 
~hat this· point of· view has · shone through the assertions made 
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by ·scien~e as ~\ result· _of their inqui~y. · 
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. .· · , _ · The discqveries of men like Copernicus; Newton and Darwin 
'. . 
• • u-
·: .· · .. h~ve' destroyed man\1s view that the earth held a,,: fa:vor_ed position 
<;, 
i~ the universe, and that man held a favor-ad position on earth.· 
• . 
. ~ I. 
This has influenced man•s world view and his beliefs about his 
\ 
, _ 39 • 
own origin, nature and destiny. This has- also brought about. 
ccu1sidera-ble value change. 
. . ' 
It has done away with a transcendent 
basis of values, which- viewpoint prevailed in man's thinking for 
. _ c.ages. While it may not necessarily be the case· that scientific 
.. . 
inquiry has flatly denied the sup_~rnatural., it h~p excluded '·it 
.. 'f-,... . 
'• 
, - --'.·-from-'·canside-ratian, aRd epistemalcgisally .speaking, has placed. it 
---
- - c- . ' 
outside the rea-lm of ~erifiabl~---knc;,wl~d:9ce-1 ___ Interpreting the dis-
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q_~ry "has rendered far more difficult tha.n. formerly the ~oceptance . -.-·. ,. .. 
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. .. ~· srn~o· s· experie~ce pote~ti~l .• Wheh a person holds a value, he~be• • • 
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i..ntrins~c :value, these are the. exper.iences · worth having for their 
~ . . 
bwn,·sake. However'., in the cas~ ·of the ~ntrinsic val~e experience ', ~ ' . ,' 7 . . .. 
such as· th·at of felloUJship with, God (whatever ·concept of God the ' ~f,~ . . 
. . . .. 
·per~on might have) pne is·faced with the question, not of whether . ·:~.... . ' . . ., 
. 
~uch an ~xperiarice·i~. pref~rable, but whether it is even possible. .. -
• 
affected be~ ~ • 
. I 
. . ' 
lief in.the supernatural, it affects intrinsic value 
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. This . is relevari't ·to~ that belief ·which is in, the· .. nature of 
. 
. ,;t .. 
. .. 
. a commitment spoken oi b~fore ~pg. 21) and;which serves ~s a de-. 
terminarit of · v·alues. A reli-gton·: _ oriented person would have as 
his unoerlying val·ue a fellowship with God marked ~y a~- obedience, 
--- ---· - - - - .---to. what.,--ha believes to pa th~ ·will of G·od. This would be hhe value 
. . 'I· ,".:,. 
- • 
• ' • 
• determinant ·as far as he is concerned, which wotild ·serve to draw . ' 
-
.r-,.---· .. 
values in its dir'ecticin in the case· of value change. Gene-rally .· 
·.,,-~peaking, withln, the. Judaic-Chri~tian tradition, the determinant .of 
.•• ·· o :: .-. · valu(ls· wCluld be revelation, either in Specific :reV.elato:ry acts, • • - ., - • ,,_. ' • ' ~ • 
• 
.Ill '· t 
\, . :.: .·· or-- _in generai' r~ve.lation such ~s would bef .kno,wn 'through natural . ·- .. . ' - . 
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~'. . ' • •. is .. the same basic cemmitment that has become an earmark of ·sci-
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. ·entific triquiry itself, 
.. . 
I ·. 
'~ .:·" . 
In value change, a .change of .be_l.ief is i·nvoivecf; In. the 
, · case of ~ change ol belief, 'the 'in~luen6e of scier:itifi~ inquiry 
would be to mor~ that ·belief closer to that which,· as far as we' 
,·· 
know,.is true. to fact. The value-attitude system then,~ is to be 
'.. ... ~ 
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built upon beliefs founded .upon knowledge •. For scientific inqoiry, 
¢.I 
·truth is a cardinal veilue (not as a value inherent within it_, 
' 
~ 
·but as a value projected by the inquirers). -The influence of 
. . I 
"' 
·_ scientifi.c inquiry. would urge that values be._based upon this; 















il about va·lue objects, their benefit/deficit p"otential, knowledge · 
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teria, and !~st but not le~st, knowledg~ about our~elves and.wha~ ~ 
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